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land litigation in the Las Cruces land
district, as it involves title to a portion of what is known as "Dripping
mounSprings Ranch", In the Organ
')
tains, Dona Ana county.
National Guard Encampment.
Two hundred and thirty men were
In encampment on the National Guaid
camping grounds near Las Vegas this
morning. All the men' are reportel
well. Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
l" '
" is in direct command..""
The companies from Carlsbad, Ar- tesla, Clovls, Las Cruces and Silver
"I
City are expected to arrive today and
will swell the total to almost 500, the
who
- .
largest number of militiamen Mex-.
have ever been In camp in New
v:

It is Not In a Hurry to Choose One
of Four or Five Courses Open -

to

it

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lbs Angeles, Calif., July 19. De
feated in its efforts to have Mrs. OrtleH
E. McManigal testify before the grand
jury regarding her possible knowledge
of the actions of the McNamara broth- ersi the prosecution, following the
dismissal of the contempt charges
against the woman by Judge Walter
Bordwell, yesterday, was occupied to
--

-

.'-

:

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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Tries Hard to Stir Up Class Hatred
and Distrust in the National
1

Judiciary.

v-

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Butte, Mont.. July 19. In his annual
report, to the Western Federation of
Miners, read today, President Moyer
urged participating in politics as a
body, favored the recall of judges, and,
citing the supreme court decisions in
the Tobacco and Standard Oil cases,
declared that It Is only a question of
time when the courts will bring labor

unions under the Sherman anti-truact and that the labor movements legal status will then hang on a judge's
opinion whether they are "reasonable
or not,." He thought the recall would
enable labor to weed from the bench
jurists known to be opposed to the
'

(By Special Leased Wire to Xow Mexican)
New York, July fl9. Richard S.
Ryan, promoter of the Controller Bay
railroad, while preparing to go to
Washington today in answer to a subpoena issued by the House committee

investigating the Alaskan controver
sy, made a flat denial that he had written the "Dick to Dick" letter. Mr.
Ryan said he did not know President
Taft's brother nor did he know former
Secretary of the Interior Ballinger
well enough to address him by any but
his formal title.
Mr. Ryan said that the firm he was
identified with had no connection with
the Guggenheim? interests, either directly or indirectly so far as he knew.
We wanted land In Alaska that we
were willing to .improve at our ex
pense," said Mr. Ryan, "and there was
nothing to suggest a grab In our proposition."
Well when I came down to the
elimination in Alaska, d.id I go to
Secretary Ballinger? No, I went to
the man who could handle the matter
Secretary Wilson, who is in charge
of the forestry. Mr. Ballinger is not.
Mr. Wilson is at the final line up.
There was never a time that . I
tried to get one foot of ground at
Controller Bay in Alaska that the request was not absolutely on the level.
I never tried to use one bit ot sena
torial, social or any other interest in
advancing my requests.
Everything was based on pure jus
tice.
'And now one last word: I never
wrote such a letter, such a postscript
or such an address. I do not, know
Secretary Ballinger well enough to
address him by any name excepting
his formal title. I do not know Presi
dent Taft's brother even by sight and
could not possibly refer to htm. This
note made public by this woman seems
to me to be something crazy."

Union movement.
A
President Moyer recommended consideration of a plan to raise a giant
fund and enter the operating field.
federation
He declares that if the
could devote to the , intelligent purchase of stock of the corporations by
whom the miners are employed, the
strike
same sums now devoted to
funds, the locals soon would own a PONTIFICAL MASS AT
large .enough percentage of" these cor.....V
BREAKING OF GROUND.
courts and
porations to go Into-thprotect their rights. He leaves the de- San Diego Celebrates Founding of
tails of this plan to the convention.
California Missions at Exposition
Mr. Moyer recommended that the
Exercises.
convention be made
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Diego, Calif., July 19. Thou
STRIKERS CLOSE PORT
OF CARDIFF, WALES. sands of people knelt today before
the open air altar in Balboa Park on
Seamen Refuse to Work Even When the site of the Panama Canal exposi
- Offered an Advance in
tion as pontifical mass was celebrated
by the Right Rev. Thomas J. Conaty,
Wages.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) bishop of the diocese of LosAngeles
and Monterey, as a preliminary to
Cardiff, Wales, July 19. At a mass ground breaking for the exposition.
The first sDade full of earth was
meeting of all classes of workers to
day it was resolved to- seal up. this turned by President Taft's represen
port until the ship owners recognize tative, John Barrett, director general
Union. The re
the Seamen's Union. In pursuance of of the
this decision, the coal handlers and ligious service commemorated Hhe
the workmen quit, and, the seamen are founding of the California missions
refusing to sign on even advanced by Franciscan fathers.
rates. The business of the port is
Taft Pressed the Button.
A feature of the ground breaking
paralyzed.
exercises was the unfurling of the
President's flag, the American flag,
TY COBB CAN'T
STOP HIS COUGH. and the flags of the South American
Republics, when the President pressCelebrated Ball Player Suffers From ed a button In Washington.
Bronchitis and May Have to
GERM OF LEPROSY
Quit the Game.
HAS BEEN ISOLATED.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Detroit, Mich., July 19. Detroit's
winning streak seems likely to be bro Investigation and Experiments Will
Now Produce Vaccine or Serum
ken by the illness of. Ty Cobb. His
to Cure It.,.trouble is a bronchial one, attended by
a cough for which he has found no (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcaa)
San Francisco, Calif., July 19. Ex
remedy. It continues to grow worse
and it is probable he will have to with periments now being conducted by the
draw before the New York series end. federal leprosy investigation station
at Honolulu undoubtedly will produce

'

n

serums and vaccines fatal to leprosy

8CRAPPING

AGAIN, JUST
according to Dr. Moses T.
LIKE ALL DEMOCRATS. germs, assistant
director of the staClegg,
from
who arrived yesterday
tion,
But Both Warring Pennsylvania State Honolulu. The
germ Itself, Dr. Clegg
Committees Endorse Woodrow
says has been isolated, i: v.
v..
Wilson.
(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
i
Harrisburg, Pa., July 19. The two
Democratic
state committees
met
here today and all attempts at har
mony failing, they held separate ses
sions. Both, however, passed resolu
tions- endorsing Governor
Woodrow
II
Wilson of New Jersey as party candi
;
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date for President for next year.
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OLD MAN TRIES TO
BLOW UP YOUNG WIFE
; w

SENSATIONAL ADDRESS PAYMASTER
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Relieved By Fairies? According to
lhje (Rio Grande Rapuolican, G. E.
Duncan, an Albuquerque linotype op.
erator, while seeing tha sights ot Las
Cruces, was relieved of ail his be
longings and had to telegraph home
to his wife for money. Duncan Is un

able to tell where he lost his purse,
his hat, his pocket handkerchief and
-,
his spectacles. '
..-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Duluth, Minn., July 19. Attorney
General Wickersham before the Minnesota State Bar association today
took an advanced stand on the further
federal regulation of corporations and
e
said a government commission to
great industrial organizations in
the same way that the interstate commerce commission regulates railways,
was desirable and might be necessary.
To Fix Prices.
Mr. Wickersham's speech was little
short of sensational In many of its features. He declared that was e matter
of serious consideration whether it
would be practical to give to the pro
posed Interstate Corporation Commission the power to fix prices.
Many of Mr. Wickersham's declara
tions were the most radical he has
made since his entrance into official
life. There was nothing in the speech,
however, to Indicate how far the attorney general reflected the views ot
.

xeg-ulat-

President Taft.
On several occasions in the last
year he has been regarded as the
spokesman for the administration.
Save Big Business.
"That .some further regulation wer
corporations carrying on commerce
among the states may be necessary,"
ho said, ."ia coming to be a matter of
current comment It has been openly
advocated quite recently by representatives of some of the largest combinations of capital, probably as a means
of salvation and to preserve, under
government supervision, great organizations whose continued existence is
menaced by the recent interpretation
of the Sherman Act, the disintegration
of which would be necessari'v attend
ed with much loss.
"To such it is a case of "any port in
a ship wreck." Better continued cooperative life, even under a powerful
master, than disseminated properties
and segregated activities without constant governmental supervision.
Regulate Prices.
"Whether a federal industrial commission should have power to regulate
prices is a matter of serious consideration. The interstate commerce law
prescribes that prices for transportation by rail or wire or pipe line, shall
be reasonable, and that no unjust discrimination shall be made between individuals or localities similarly situated. A similar rule might be declared
with respect to the prices of commodities the subject of interstate commerce.
Consumer

Pays the Freight.
'"The fact seems to be that prices
of standard articles sold in the United States for several years have not
been fixed at all by the operation of
the laws of supply nnd demand or of
unrestrained competition, but by as
sociations of producers, without the
participation of the consumer or the
general public, that is, without those
who have to pay the bill, having any
voice in fixing the price.
"In this view, it is certainly not unreasonable that the purchasing public
should desire to have some part in determining the price it is to pay, in like
manner as has been recognized to be
just with respect to cost of transportation."
Mr. Wickersham implied that a federal incorporation act, while it might
offer some difficulties, would help to
lay the ax at the root of the trust evil.
DR. LEE DEFOREST
BLAMES MOTHER-IN-LA-

sues His Wife, Grand Daughter
Famous Suffragist Leader, for

of

Absolute Divorce.

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif.. July 19
Harriet Stanton Blatch of New York,
suffragist leader and' daughter of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, is declared
Dr. Lee DeForest,
by her
scientist and wireless inventor, to be
directly responsible for the suit for
absolute divorce filed here yesterday
against Mrs. Nora Stanton Blatch De
son-in-la-

Forest.
a suit for separaWere on British Territory tionThefiledsuit follows
by Mrs. DeForest at Shore-ham- ,
.When Attacked by
L. I., June 17.
The grounds named in the San FranNegro Tribe
cisco suit have not been made public.
DeForest declares Mrs. Blatch Is
ADD THIRTY-SEVE- N
ARE DEAD responsible for his marital unhappi
ness, that she has prevented a recon
dilation with his wife and has nullified all his efforts to induce Mrs. De- Okarango Blacks of Bechuana- Forest to join him In California.
Mrs. Blatch is president of the
land are the Murderous
League' for Self Supporting Women
Offenders. . ...
and Mrs. DeForest is a fully qualified
hydraulic engineer.
Leased Wire to New

(By Special Leased Wlra to New Mexican)
Metropolis, 111., July 19. Following
an alleged attempt to blow up his
young wife by exploding a (tick of
dynamite under her bed, Ben Yaird,
67; years old, was captured at the
home of his . son opposite Paducah,
Ky., after a chase with bloodhounds
lasting a week. His wife, who was
24 years old, was only slightly injured. The., couple have been separated
(By Special
for some time.
.

IS HE IN WARMER
PLACE THAN PHOENIX NOW7

London,, July 19. The,
displague is spreading in India. The
...
.
ease has taken such a hold on that
1
Smothered Un
Found
..little
Septuagenarian
country, that. Its 'ravages are,
: defBlanketa and QuHts in the
heard of except through the occasional
" .
,
i "i Arizona Capital..
official statistics. There are- now
'AX
I...
.
cases. The most persistent efforts to stamp it out have failed to (By Special Leased Wire to"New Mexican)
Phoenix, Arta., July 19. D. H. Fits- effect 'a permanent Improvement v in
Gibbon, 70 years old, and notorious In
the situation..
Phoenix for wearing an overcoat In all
weathers, evn when he wore no other
SENATOR STEPHENSON TO
v
BE ' INVESTIGATED.
coat, was found dead In his bed last
s
.'. ..
night, under several blankets, quilts
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ana.witn ms overcoat spread aver
all Ftteglbbon, who was without rel
Whlhlneton. D. C.. July
Senate election committee will meet atives here, always complained of the
tomorrow and it Is said will take" up cold, and it Is supposed that he smoththe Charges concerning the election of ered himself under the heavy cover
Senator .Stephenson ot Wisconsin.;
j.
ings in the heat.
rl

MAKES

ARREST APPEAL TO HEALTH

UNDER

OFFICERS

-

-

PROSECUTION HAS NOT
YET DECIDED NEXT STEP.

day with deliberations over its next
Teacher' Institutes.
y
.v".
Step.
The Department of Education today It was announced that there were
W
the
mailed examination questions
four or five possible courses to be tak
teachers' institutes which will close en in further efforts to obtain any in
this week at Bernalillo, VSandoVal formation possessed by Mrs. McMani'
county, and at the New Mexico" Nor- gal.
mal School at : Silver City, Grant
The prosecution, however, said that
county. The examinations will take it was In no hurry to decide upon its
place on Friday and Saturday. Assist- next move, as It had an indefinite time
ant Superintendent of Public Instruc- to prepare for it and desired to take
tion Acasio Gallegos is in attendance the one which would produce the best
at the Institute at Taos. The Insti- results.
'V.
tute for Guadalupe county opened yes
Behm May Be Excused.,
terday at Santa Rosa with Mrs.
The defense had no comment to
hafh tn rharee. The Torrance county make upon the case today other than
teachers' institute Is in session afl to
say It was "up to the prosecution to
Mountalnair, with W. D.. Sterling of make the next move." One ot the re
,
Albuquerque, in charge.
sults of yesterday's decision is that
:
George Behm, uncyle ot Mrs. McMani
INDIA IS SUFFERING
gal, probably will not be summoned
TERRIBLE
A
PLAQUE.
JFROM
before the grand jury.
berl-be-

MOST HAVE DREAMED

WOMAN

Paris, July 19. The press continues
exercised over the arrest of M. Bois-sethe French consular agent at Alcazar, Morocco, by a Spanish patrol,
and demands that Spain make Immediate reparation and public apology.
The Echo do Paris declares that unthe French aman "administration measure" but rep less Spain apologizes will
be recalled.
Madrid
at
bassador
resented his own views of what "re Some of the" newspapers, like the
duction could be made in wool tariffs Temps think that the Spanish prova-cativ- e
without destroying American Indusattitude Is due to the feeling
tries.
she is being ignored in the pendthat
Senator Clark of Wyoming asked ing Franco-Germanegotiations.
Senator Smoot if he thought the Sen
bebill
V
ate would pass any wool tariff
PRESIDENT MOYER MAKES
fore it received the report of the tarVICIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS.

'

'

APOLOGY

-

-

Mexico.
My dear Mr. Otero:
I am in receipt of your night letter
bearing upon the present condition of
affairs in the Territory of New Mexico and indicating your desire that immediate action be taken for your relief by the passage of the Statehood
bill. I appreciate the condition which
you describe and regret it and also re- iff board.
gret the delay which New Mexico has
Mr. Smoot replied that he hoped
encountered in her worthy ambition to not, but that statements made by Rebecome a State in the Union. I hope, publicans in the reciprocity debate
however, that the agreement reached convinced him that a majority of the
in open Senate yesterday to vote upon Senate favored a wool tariff revision.
Statehood dn August seventh has
He offered his bill as a substitute
pared the way for the accomplishment for the Underwood and LaFollette
of thi3 result, and you may rest as- bills.
sured that everything I can do will
be cheerfully and willing performed.
FULLEN, WALTON. SHIPLEY,
Yours very truly,
HUDSON AT WASHINGTON.
N
Win. A. SMITH.
Smoot Amendment to Tarm Bill
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed Ver-doWould Affect New Mexico
A. Doggett of Raton, Colfax counRaisers of Cattle.
ty, a notary public.
Reappointed on Commission.
Special to the New Mexican.
Governor Mills has reappointed on
Washington, D. C, July 19. The
the territorial resources commission, Smoot amendment to the tariff- - pro
W. A. Fleming Jones of Las Cruces.
vides that cattle, horses, sheep and do
Territorial Receipts.
mestic animals, straying across me
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero boundary line, or driven across by
today received from Dr. T. W. Watson, their owners for temporary pasturage,
treasurer and collector of Lincoln with offspring, are to be dutiable uncounty, $7,698,544 .;;
less brought back within six months.
'
"
Hearing Divorce Case.
Watson, offered an amendment to
Judge John R. McFle. in chambers the tariff that bituminous coal that
today at the capitol, heard the divorce can not pass through three-quartcase of Perfecto Valdez vs. Adela screen be
placed on the free list.
Garcia de Valdez of Rio Arriba coun
W. B. Walton and J. R. Shipley of
ty.
Silver City, are at Washington, and
Building Garage.
will go to Philadelphia, Atlantic City
stones, that
.. The large,
NeW, York for one day each and
constituted the vault in the Old Pal' and
thence' will go home. District Attorace, and which is being torn out, are
ney L.' O. Fullen spent two days at
being, used to build a garage at the
Washington, two at New Yorn and on
of
executive
corner
the
northeast
and Saturday will be at WashFriday
mansion grounds.
ington closing business in the Interior
Propagating Pheasants.
Mrs. B. R. Buff ham, deputy game Department and then will go home.
C. A, Hudson of Albuquerque, was
warden at Roswell, Is receiving pheas
at
Washington today.
federal
ant eggs from the
government
Frank Shirley o Phoenix, a negro,
and from the states of Kansas and
by PresNew York. As soon as the pheasants was especially honored
are hatched they are turned loose In ident Taft, being given an audience
the Capitan mountains, Lincoln coun- after 11 o'clock, the time when other
callers are dismissed. Shirley arrived
ty.
late in the city and had to leave the
Van Patten Wins Land Contest.
The land contest case of Nathan E. same evning and through the efforts ot
Boyd vs. Eugene Van Patten has been Ralph A. Cameron, the special audidecided by the commissioner of the ence was granted him. Mr. Taft was
lo- busy with official cares,
but he
general land office on appeal. The
cal officers are reversed, the commis- dropped his work to receive the visisioner giving the land to Van Patten. tors, and shook hands .with the deleThis content Is the most Important gate and the negro.

Icq

PUBLIC

Rather Ambassador at Madrid Will Be Promoter of Controller Bay Rail- Interstate Industrial Commission Americans Detained and Cannon Entire Nation Asked to
Help in
to Regulate Big
Called Home Unless There
road Did Not Work for
Placed in Streets and
Warfare to Repel the
Business.
Is Reparationon BorderGuggenheims.
Awful Scourge.

(By Special teased Wire to S?ew Mexican)
.Washington, D. C, July 19. Senator Smoot of Utah, today introduced
his wool tariff bill, which is expected
to have the support of the Republicans
of the Senate if any wool revision is
agreed upon. He said his bill was not

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero,
In response to a telegram urging immediate statehood, today received the
following letter from Senator William
Alden Smith, chairman of the Senate
committee on Territories:
Washington, D. C, July 15, 1911.
Hon. Miguel A. Otero, Santa Fe, New

'

A

Wait for Report of Expert

to 500 Men.

'

DQWI

Mexican)

Livingstone, Rhodesia,' July 19.
German District Commissioner Von
Pranenberg, two white sergeants,
fourteen black police and twenty carriers have been massacred by the Oka' "
rango tribe of Bechuanaland.
,
to native reports i the
According
scene of, the massacre was on British
territory, the presence ot the Germans
being explained by the fact that ' the
frontier Is not clearly defined. :

(By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
Ariz.
Douglas,
July 19. Agua
Prieta is under martial law and no
one has been allowed either to enter
or to leave the town since nine o'clock
this morning. The secretary to Colonel Cabarajal went there yesterday
to act as special paymaster to the
soldiers who were to be discharged.
The men this morning received $40,
Mexican money each, and then refused to give up their arms as reThe paymaster was placed
quested.
under arrest as well as many other
citizens of the town. No one In
Douglas is allowed to cross the line.
Several Douglas people unable to
get back to this side are now in Agua
Prieta. Cannons have been placed
in the streets and guards are spread
along the border, permitting no one
to pass.
Captain Romero, the paymaster,
was arrested when after paying the
men he insisted on taking their guns.
Captain Herrera, commander of the
garrison, ordered his arrest. J. L.
Lubbert, customs collector, also was
placed under arrest.
Customs Officers Arrested.
Douglas, Ariz., July 19. All customs officers at Agua Prieta have been
who
put under arrest.' Americans
were in town. when trouble started
have been permitted to return to the
American side, but no others are allowed to enter. The Maderistas were
offered forty dollars for their guns,
but refused It.
Americans Must Be Protected.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Slcxlcan)
Xew York, July 19. The health officers of the whole country may be
asked to help repeal the threatened
invasion of Asiatic cholera.
The discovery of five "cholera carriers" among the COO immigrants un
dergoing bacteriological
examination
at quarantine emphasized wbat Health
Officer Doty has said about the difficulty of confining the disease to the
quarantine hospitals of ports of entry.
Dr. Doty is conferring with Surgeon
General Wyman, head of the U. S.
Marine hospital service, to plan how
the country may be protected against
"carriers" who harbor the germs while
themselves free from their
A system of general observation is
contemplated, so that even after the
'carriers" are released from quaran
tine, the health authorities of the
place where they settle may watch
for possible transmission of the dis

ease.
The following bulletin relating to
the cholera situation was given out at
quarantine at 9 a. m.
"At Hoffman Island early this morn
ing Domenlco Rancltelll, aged 6S
years, one of the steerage passengers
of the steamer Moltke, was taken sick
with symptoms suspicious of cholera.
At the Swinburn Island hospital no
On
Ifurtjier deaths have occurred.
board the anchor line steamer Perugia conditions are satisfactory."
NOW REAL ESTATE

Washington, D. C, July 19. AmeriAGENTS Will HAVE CODE.
can ranchers In lower California are
Mexbeing threatened by the
However, It is Not Likely to Cut Out
ican Liberals there. The United
Advertising as a Part of
States requested the government of
Its Ethics.
Mexico to afford them adequate pro- (By Special Leased 'Wire to 3Vew Mexican )
tection.
Denver, Colo., July 19. A code of
American Consul Complains.
ethics for the real estate business, ad
Washington, D. C, July 19, The vocated before the convention of the
state department's attention was National Association ot Real Estate
drawn to the situation In a telegram
by Vice President Frank
from the American consul at Ensena-d- a exchanges
Craven of Philadelphia and Colonel J.
who reported that Americans had O.
Ray of Louisville, will be adopted
been molested and had appealed to
by the convention before It closes
him for assistance.
sessions.
Ambassador Wilson at Mexico City
Definite regulations by which real
was immediately instructed to take up estate dealers
may work with their
the matter with President de la Barra. clients and other
dealers, and which
The renewal of a delicate situation it is intended shall put the business
in Lower California has Increased the on a
high plane will be adopted and
anxiety of the administration over re- become the laws of all real estate
cent developments in Mexico.
exchanges of this country.
American Ranchers Suffer.
Canadian reciprocity was approved
San Diego, Calif., July 19. One hun by' the committee on national legisladred Mexican troops have been order- tion. Other recommendations by the
ered from Ensenada to the district committee were: The placing of lumaround Alamo where a small band of ber on the free list, "so that the
rebels or bandits is said to be operat- building of homes may be made cheapconing. This information was received er." They also recommended
in San Diego from Ensenada. Scout
servation of natural resources and
ing parties of troops are said to be rigid laws to that end.
scattered up and down the peninsula
for the purpose of restoring law and TEXAS WILL ENGAGE
d

it--

order.
Most of the ranches owned by Amer
icans and foreigners are in the northern part of Lower California. During
the recent revolt they suffered consid
erably from raiding parties of rebels
and bandits.
Bread Strike in Mexico.
Mexico City, July 19. The striking
bread makers during a riot last night
sacked a bakery in an outlying dis
trict The police dispossessed the
mob. The men have not succeeded in
making the strike general.
Socialist Rebels Raid Ranches.
caiexico, Calif., July 19. Senor
Gallegos, commander of the Maderis- ta force which procured the evacua
tion of Mexican, Lower California, by
the Magonistas for a cash payment of
1600, is in hourly fear of further trou
ble from the
socialist rebels.
Under the lead of Francisco Quijada
former commander of the Mexicali
Magonists, a force of bandits is said
to be raiding the- ranches of Americans in the country about Mexican,
just across the line.
John McDonald, American who was
wounded by a comrade a few weeks
prior to the advent of Gallegos force,
is said to be operating in conjunction
with Quijada in the vicinity of Algo- dones, forty miles east of Mexicali
-

IN TOBACCO GROWING.
San Antonio, Texas, July 19. To
the man who glories in the weed in
the form of a cigarette, granulated for
the pipe, or rolled into a cigar, Southwest Texas may offer some of the
best tobacco grown in the world. For
two years, a number of men have been
experimenting in growing the finer
grades of tobacco, such as Is grown
in Cuba, southern Florida, and other
regions.
Experiments
made both In the Rio Grande valley
and other sections of the state with
varieties such as Cuba produces, have
made the experiment that as soon as
the "wild" is taken out the ground by
cultivation, that tobacco can be made
one of the profitable crops in many
'parts of the southwest section of the
state. Professor Green who is in
charge of South Texas Gardens, a government experimental station a
Brownsville, has given considerable
attention to tobacco culture and is
positive that it can be made a profitable crop, all conditions, so he maintains, being advantageous to the
'
growth of the plant. At a number of
stations
under the direcexperimental
tion of the state department ot agriculture, similar results to those ot Professor Green have been obtained. Howsemi-tropic-

ever, "so far just what can be done in

cultivating tobacco by irrigation has
PACKY M'FARLANDS MATCHES
been determined. At present, In
ARE FADING RAPIDLY. not
a number of places in the Southwest
He May Throw Up Bouts Arranged section of the state, this experiment
is being made. Some experimenting
With Matt Wells and Adolph
been done in
..'

Wolgast

has

,

i

(By Special Leased Wlra to New Meslea.uk
.Chicago, 111., July 19. Packey
matches with Matt Wells
and Ad Wolgast are fading rapidly and
may vanish before the week is over.
The Wells bout, supposedly signed
for, has been halted by the demand of
George McDonald, manager for the
Briton, that Charley White, referee
the contest. McDonald also wants a
change in the financial stipulations.
Dissension on the money question is
in the way of the Wolgast bout.

the famous Irrigated

section near this city but in every

in- -

stance these have teen made with the
coarser varieties Of the plant and no
attempt at growing the finer varieties
has so far been made. In this irrtgat-e- d
section the coarser varieties of to
bacco have grown splendidly under
this process. '

LILLIAN GRAHAM AND ETHEL
MONRAD PLEAD NOT GUILTY.
Special Leased Wlra tn New Mexican)
(By
clubs.
racing
i New York, July i 19. Pleas of not
on all three counts were enter'Wire
Leased
to
New
Mexican)
guilty
Special
(By
ed today by Lillian H. Graham and
Albany, N.
July 19. The Gittlngs
Ethel Conrad to the charge of shootReleased on Account of Children
Mil to relieve directors of racing associations fo- liability for gambling Ignacio Trancosa who with his wife ing W. E, D. Stokes. They were incarried on at race tracks without their was arrested at El Paso for assaulting dicted yesterday for attempted murknowledge, passed the Senate today Mrs. Sylvester Roma, was released der and for assault in the first and
by a vote of 26 to 22. The bill had not because of his seven small children third degrees. The ball bond of $5,000
who are without means ot support.
in each case was continued.
passed the assembly.

Sittings bill to

.relieve

-

.
1

'
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Belt, of Globe, Arizona, of which AlA
fred Cohen, formerly on the Santa Fe
New Mexican staff, was the editor.
Tuberculosis Medicine
Cohen goes to the Tribune, the new
"Have used Eckman's Alterative In
morning paper at Los Angeles. Smith
cases of tubercular glands of the
has senatorial ambition's which are several
neck, with excellent results every time.
Recommended by the Medical to be furthered by his newspaper.
In one case It cost me $50, for the girl
was put on it only until she could arProfession.
range to be operated, and In a short
I
Oldest K. of P. in New Mexico.
time an operation was not needed.
The best, safest and perfectly harmsuppose your records are Just as fine as
Obar, Quay county, has the dis- of
It."
in
old.
know
You
faith,
my
disfor
less treatment
dyspepsia and
tinction cf being the home of the oldEckman's Alterative is effective 1n
eases of the stomach anu intestines, is
Bead what Mrs. Garvin
est
of Pythias, J. D. other forms.
living
Knight
and
to
the
presented
Lima, Montana.
prepared
ptfblic
DENVER BREAD
Bays:
conwho
have gained twenty-tw- o
the
has
"I
Gentlemen:
Hopper,
a
de
surSaiz
plastering
Carlos,
phvsician,
by
since last February and my baby
tract on the new school house. Hop- pounds
geon and pharmaceutist rf undoubted
Is in perfect health. She is now four
in
and
was
a
St.
member
of
charter
highest
repute
Europe.
standing
months old. I have been waiting: since
per
I
to see how I would get
This remedy,
Chrysostom Lodge No. 3 of Newark, she was I bom
am now doing all my work,
N. J., and was initiated by Justus along.
have been ever since she was four weeks
am steadily gaining. I do
Rathbone, in 1S63, assisted by Gov- old. find I or
raise anything at all, I I
cough
ernor Ward of New Jersey. Rath-bon- not
believe my lung trouble cured."
Mrs. M. H. Garvin.
Affidavit)
founded
(Signed
of
the order
the Note
Mrs, Garvin, is the mother of
Knights of Pythias the year before.
seven children.
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
RESOLUTIONS PASSED ON
Ask for booklet of cured cases
Affections.
pives prompt relief in all cases ofYJisorcler and
BEHALF OF WILEY, and write to the Eckman Laboratory.
diseases of the digestive functions, provided
Pa., for additional evidence
Philadelphia,
there be no incurable organic deterioration.
For Sale by all leading druggists
Physicians who have prescribed Stomalix,
Zook's
by
Associated Clubs of Domestic Science
Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
as the sole medicine for their patients in dyspepsia and other stomach troubles, report that
Him Retained
of
Desire
Chicago
cases of thirty years' standing have readily
in Office.
permit his presence at the encampyielded to this treatment.
Stomalix makes a healthy nlomach capable
ment, much as he would like to go.
i
benefof performing ts wrrk unaided. It is
Chicago, 111., July 19. The follow- Thereupon he was shown a leave of
icent in its action, relieving pain and toning
No.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
40.
Telephone
the entire system it is good for the youthful
ing resolutions adopted by the Asso- absence formally worded, and endorsand the aged. It corrects the ailments of
ciated Clubs of Domestic Science ed by the mayor. He then complained
children. Svldby all Druggists.
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
have been forwarded to President Taft to Dr. Smart, the company physician,
CO., Agents, II. S., New Vork.
E. fOlGERA
that his eyes were thoubling him.
jand Secretary Wilson:
Whereas, Dr. H. W. Wiley, chief wf Falling to find a serious sickness in
LAND OF CHILDHOOD.
the Government Bureau of Chemistry, the eyes, Dr. Smart refused to consent
is one man in the government's serv to his withdrawal on that account.'
There is a land where streams did ice whom we know to be a really sin Just as the train pulled out and the
wind
cere friend to the people, in that he civilian soldiers were waving goodbye
has always taken the part of the peo- to sweethearts and friends as they
More winningly than these,
ple In all controversies in which, the started for the front, the wiley prisonWhere finer shadows played behind
er slipped unnoticed from the vestiThe clean stemmed beechen trees. public welfare is concerned, and
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Whereas, Dr. H. W. Wiley, as the bule of the last car. What his future
The maidens there were deeper eyed,
father of the National Food and Drug punishment will be is a matter of
The lads more swift and fair,
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES And
angels walked at each one's Act, has always been an earnest advocate of pure foods, as against chemside
icalized foods which certain manu- PHOENIX SECURES LOWER
Would God that I were there!
interests are trying to force
facturing
RATES FROM SANTA FE.
Here daffodils are dressed in gold
us to eat; and
But there they wore the sun,
Whereas, it is known that the food
And here the blooms are bought and
Phoenix, July 19. Denied Telief
adulterators have openly threatened from the
sold
of the "long and
H.
W. short haul"operation
to cause the dismissal of Dr.
the
Santa Fe today
clause,
PHONE 191 BLACK
But there God gave each one.
Wiley, and have caused the govern- put into operation lower rates on comThere all roads led to fairyland
ment to take his power from him by
and class freight between El
That here do lead to care,
the Referee Board to illeg- - modity
And stars were lamps on Heaven's appointing the (unctions belonging to Paso, Deming and stations north of
lly ugurp
Phoenix.
It is much longer by the
strand.
Dr. Wiley's office, and by assigning Santa
Fe from El Paso and Deming to
Would God that I were there!
the legal duties of Dr. Wiley's office Phoenix
than on the Southern Pacific,
to Solicitor McCabe; and
CfelDTi)
Here worship crawls upon her course Whereas, since Dr. Wiley has been though the Santa Fe has always met
But there with larks would cope,
shorn of his power the food adultera-- j the latter's rate.
And here her voice with 40U0t 19 tors have flooded the country with
IS
GASOLINE ENGINE
hoarse
their vile products, spreading disease SIX THOUSAND TROOPS
sweet
with
STILL AT SAN ANTONI.
was
there
But
hope.
NEEDS.
and death among ug; and
EVERY FARMER AND MECHANIC
San Antonio, Texas, July 19. While
O land of peace! my spirit dies
Whereas, Dr. Wiley,' although shorn a
number of regiments have been sent
For thy onee tasted air,
of his power to enforce the law, has
Simplest and most complete engine ever conloss! 0 latest prize!"
earliest
food from the mobilization camp at Fort
to
0
continued
expose
nevertheless
structed. It is just the engine to run lathes,
Sam Houston to their old stations,
Would God that I were there!
poisons and to warn the public against
circular saws, drills and all small machines in
Saturday Review. them, thus still making his influence the 6,000 or more, remaining find that
General Carter knows how to keep
the workshop, and will saw wood, run the sprayfelt a? a power for good; Now, Theresoldiers busy to the limit all the time.
be
it
fore,
ing, sewing, washing and all small machines
It is Carter's theory that sanitary conof
members
Resolved, That we, the
around the home and farm.
AROUND THE STATE
properly enforced and plenty
the Associated Clubs of Domestic ditions
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS CALL ON OR WRITE AGENT,
Domestic or wont are the means by which an
Science,
representing
is kept healthful. That
Science organizations in all parts of army camp
the
are
soldiers
eettine Dlentv of work
Girl Dies of Appendicitis.
earnestdo
hereby
the United States,
Anna Tapia, aged 12 years, died at
WEXICO.
the President of the is attested by an order for a large
you,
implore
ly
Albuquerque yesterday of an attack United States, and the Secretary of part of those in the mobilization camp
436 Canon Road
Phone 19 Black.
to march to Leon Snrines. twenty
of appendicitis.
Agriculture of the United States to miles
away, with light equipment in
consider the prayers of the people
an effort to determine how little an
Died in Hospital.
who are being subjected to such disMiss Bertha Hveem, aged 42 years, tress at the hands of the food adul- army on a march can get along with.
a native of Norway, died yesterday at terators, and to not deprive us of a
the Las Vegas hospital.
true friend that we, the people, have
in the food law enforcement in WashInitiates.
Twenty-on- e
ington, and to not harken to the cries
Tomorrow evening, the Knfghts of of the food adulterators who very
From
Columbus at Albuquerque, will initi
hate Dr. Wiley because 01
naturally
BARRANCA
TAOS
e
candidates.
ate twenty-onhis service to the people, and be It

Physician's Report on

The Little Store

"The Best

A PHYSICIAN.

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

1

E

C

e

CE

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
LOUIS

CARPENTERS:
.

USE OUR PLANES AND YOU'LL MAKE THE LONG, CLEAN
SHAVINGS CURL. OUR KEE N EDGED TOOLS WILL LIGHTEN
YOUR LABOR. WHEN YOUR DAY'S WORK IS DONE YOU WON'T
BE TIRED BUT WILL' FEEL LIKE DANCING.
EVERYBODY;
WHEN YOU NEED ANY KIND OF HARDWARE, REMEMBER
THAT FOR HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES "WE ARE

THE PEOPLE."

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone 14.

Phone

14

NAPOLEON

FOR

Groceries and Delicatessen

THAT

SUMMER

MEXICAN

OUTING

HATS

aud Full Assortment of Unique Sao Joan Potter)
Latest in Hand Color-Artistic
tag Post Cards.

New

QilIB

KfefillD

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

THE

HERE

r
v.

J

FRANK F. GORMLEY, AA!SWF

WHOLESALE

&

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone Black

45

easasBsaaaaa

further

Stole Necktie.
Antonio Garcia was fined $10 and
costs at Albuquerque yesteraay ior
stealing a necktie out of the store of
Simon Stern.

Resolved. That we respectfully re
quest that you look Into the cause of
the anoointment of the Referee Board
and other action that has been taken,
Tireaumablv In the Interests or tne
food adulterators, to rob Dr. Wiley of
the power which rightfully belongs to
his office, and, If the facts warrant,
that you restore to Dr. Wiley tne tun
authority ot his title, and permit him
to enforce the National Food Law so
as to stop the adulteration of food;
and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished to other women's clubs, and they be asked to adopt

Married at Priest's Home.
Rev. A. Rabeyrole, formerly of San
ta Pe. yesterday at his home at Las
Vegas united in marriage Miss Gladys
St Pierre and John Battery.
Killed by Batted Ball.
While watching a baseball game be
tween two amateur teams at Chicago,
kdward Gabryszak was struck in tne
stomach by a batted ball and killed.

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
Che north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ton mile shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

3Bwxy

arrival of
arrives at
any other
and good

4eaato Male Pjlb
TilingComfertslBle,
n.--

CAN GET THE

:

!

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

So

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Wood
Lump

Smithing Coal.

RteanTCoal.

Kindlin.
CAPITA! THAT YAPD

Sawed Wood and

MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
Near A. T. AS. F. Depot.

Telephone

85

'

Telephone 85

x

FARE SBT

S5.00

W. H. KERR

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD

AGENT HUBB3 LAUNDRY.
these or similar resolutions, and try
head Phone us, we will be glad to call for
by all means to save the official
Arrested for Larceny.
of the best friend the mothers and your laundry on Mondays and Tuesfiarrison and H. Garrison, al children have in Washington.
days and deliver pn Thursdays and
leged to be dope fiends, were arrested
Fridays.
ten months. They have hundreds of at Las Vegas yesterday on the charge HE EFCAPED FROM
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Chickering Bros.
mvoivea
the
DUTY.
satisfied customers in New Mexico of petit larceny,
object
NATIONAL GUARD
are mended and buttons sewed en
Bush and Lane.
worth
$9.
and Arizona.
being bedding
your shirts without extra charge.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
S. U Burton of Albu- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Physician
City
Schiller.
Family Quarrel.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
querque, Eludes His Captors as
Victor
Mrs. Charles Ross was fined $10
terms will prove to prospective piano
x
the Train Pulla Out
and costs at Albuquerque yesterday
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Ll- i
Minnie
Mrs.
atMilton and the World Famous Cecillan deman Co. will meet every customer on charges preferred by
Albuquerque, N. M., July 19. An
Interior Player- - Pianos, and many, more than half way in making
Wagner, a relative. The charges were tempt to kidnap City Physician S. L.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
other makes,
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat the outcome of a family quarrel.
Burton yesterday was foiled by the
La Salle Restaurant
This firm has purchased over si isfactory business transaction, not one
sagacity of that genyeman, who eludCharaed With Embezzlement.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
of Company G that were
ed
the
guards
at
arrested
Leandro Archuleta was
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
vainly trying to take him on the train
LEARNARD-L- I NDEMANN CO.
Albuquerque yesterday for embezzling to the Las
Telephotte 11.
encampment.
Vegas
$66 from the Singer Sewing Machine
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Dr. Burton is a member of the mil- Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
an
was
which
he
agent.
for
Company,
itia. Upon the plea that his duties as
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Meals
was held in $500 bond.

PIAN05

WHEN YOU

:

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
ALFaLFA SEED.

:

,

TO

Learnard-Llndeman-

HARDWARE COMPANY.
if its Hardware We Have It

PIANOS

n

O

IC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit aid
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of .water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

lUu

A

Modern Residences for Rent."

.103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

Jesse-Frenc-

He

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Zook's Pharmacy

Phon e
213

city physician

Horse Thieves Arrested.
Juan Duran and, Miguel Valdez
were arrested eighteen miles east of
Tucumcari by Sheriff Ward of Quay
county. They nad in their possession
two horses stolen from a settler near
Hartford, Quay county.
Murdered In a Saloon.
Mystery surrounding the murder of.
John Mullaney in his saloon at Chica-eoby a masked robber, is said by the
police to have been cleared up by the
arrest of William LaTrace in Kansas
City and Ernest Ellis in Chicago. The
police say LaTrace has confessed.

?

would Regular

25 Cents

Short Order at all Hours
prevent his presence at the annual enBOARD
BY
at
the
to
THE WEEK S&OO
refused
report
campment, he
Preach Noodle Order 20c a dish
armory for the trip this morning.
As the company was lined up in fine
New York Chop Suey Me.
array on the station platform today
a corporal's guard appeared. Solemnly marching in their midst was the recalcitrant. He carried in his arms the
hastily gathered articles of apparel
and equipment considered necessary
for the trip. Perspiration streaming
from his troubled brow. told but too
For Best Laundry Work
clearly the story of the rush from his
otfice to the train, under the stern
surveillance of the corporal's squad, BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Among those who watched the de--'
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
parture of the .finely equipped troops
wtre many friends of Dr. Burton,
wno looked upon the military priion-o- f j Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
er j surprise. He protested to
captain that his duties would not Phone Red No. 23.
Plume, Red No.

Imperial Laundry

j
j

:
Smith Buys Newspaper.
Hoval A. Smith, former chairman
the Republican central committee
of Arizona, has purchased the Silver

of Albuquerque

?
Your

CLASS OF (JOODS whether It be seriously '
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The qaality we uphold. Wa use
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satlsfac-'
. t
: t
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERB IS RIOHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

When in Need of Anything
ia the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

Don Gaspar Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Hearth Resort, 22 miles fro m Santa Fe on main lino of Santa Fey
mile from depot
Tent bungalows, in Pino Forest, with every accommodation, fumlaBM for
timiaalrAanin and tmuIt fnp nr.pnnsnpv
Mountain

one and

one-ha-lf

WILLIAMSON

A

CUSTO:.!2R.

HERE,

YOU

SHOULD

;.

.

.

CE.

RANCH,

lorlota, N.

Zook's Pharmacy
P h on e
213

'

t

NOT

UP

iPhone 9

-

We offer you only the HIGHEST

..

CALL

2)

WITH US
ARE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

ie

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

IF YOU

LIVERY STABLE

-

4

M
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NATIONAL GUARD IN
CAMP NEAR LAS VEGAS.

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are tie time tables

Notice for Publication.

Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Sure They Are.
Ten Companies of Militia Take Part
ot the local railroad:
in Practice Marches, Sham Bat"A. T. & 8. F. Ry"
Nothing uncertain anout the work
tles and Maneuvers.
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
Leave
(Las Vegas Optic, July 18.)
8.10 a. m. connect with No i weft-- There is plenty ot positive proof of
Minerals of the Bear River Range. cations is in toilet powders, most of
this In the testimony of citizens. Such
Before sundown tomorrow all of
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
The United States Geological Sur- which are made from
should
evidence
most
talc
convince
the
New Mexico's splendid military forces
Returning arrive it Santa Fe 12:10
vey has Just published a paper on imported from Europe.
skeptical doubter. Read the following will be
p. nr.
assembled on the rifle range lead and copper deposits in the Bear
Laundry tubs, griddles, foot warm-ers- ,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west- statement:
northwest
of Las Vegas to participate River Range, Idaho and Utah, by R.
Mrs.
Coland many other similar utensils
Desederia
J.
de
Quintans,
bound.
an
advance
chapter are manufactured from soapstone.
In the annual encampment and field W. Richards, in
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 lege St, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Sev
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney maneuvers of the First Regiment from "Contributions to Economic The higher grades of massive talc,
P. m.
Geology, 1910, part 1." The paper free
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and Pills and I was cured of a bad attack New Mexico National Guard. Adju- gives a short summary of Incidental make from flaws, are sawed up to
of
that
time
At
kidney
complaint
S westbound; No. 4 end 8 eastbound
tant General A. S. Brookes, the com- notes on the mineral deposits of this chalk, pencils or crayons, French
gas tips, and other special
statement appeared In the local pa
San&
at
arriv
Fe
11:10
officer, arrived yesterday range, mainly lead and copper, con articles.
manding
Returning
ot
and
pers,
my
experience
telling
from
m.
Santa
Fe.
P.
Early this morning cerning which there Is apparently lit
A copy of Dr. Miller's report may
now take pleasure in confirming all with members of
D. & R. G. Ry.
his staff General tle record. The notes were taken by be obtained on
application to the DiDoan's
that
was
favor
in
then
of
said
Brookes went to the range to lend members of the Geological Survey in
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
rector of the United States Geological
Kidney Pills. I had pains In my back his supervision to the establishing of connection with a reconnaissance ex
. Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
that made It difficult for me to stoop the camp. Provisions and supplies amination of the portion of the range Survey, Washington, D. C.
New Mexico Central Ry.
West Virginia's Coke Output.
an
there were other troubles which of various kinds arrived Saturday and
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.
lying partly in and bordering on the
In the quantity of coke produced
plainly showed that my kidneys were were taken charge of and moved to phosphate reserve constituted by the
2 east and 1 south and west
West Virginia has for several years
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections at fault Soon after I began taking the camp grounds by the quartermas- withdrawals made by the Secretary held second
place among the states,
Doan's
ter's
improvement
Pills,
department
Kidney
and
3
of
in
190S,
No.
from
the Interior
December,
east
but is outranked by Alabama in the
was noticeable and tho contents of
Ten companies with their officers December, 1909.
The Bear River
Notice for Publication.
two boxes restored my kidneys to and the regimental band will take part range is approximately 120 miles long value of the product, according to
Edward W. Parker, of the United
their normal condition and removed in the maneuvers. General Brookes and 10 to 15 miles wide.
Department of the Interior,
States
Survey. The reason
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. the pain from my back. I am glad to stated this morning that he could not
The mineral deposits of this area for thisGeological
in the fact that the out
lies
state
has
number
of
the
time
the
1911.
for
who
that
soldiers
that
and
been
known
say
have
July 10,
prospected
during
Notice is hereby given that Pedro since passed, my cure has been per would attend the encampment until he 15 or 20 years and the prospect pits put of Alabama has in the
centers of Birmingham and
had
received
the reports of the com- are numerous.
The lead ores consist
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July ms nent.
a local consumptive market,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 manding officers of each company af- of galena with small amounts of ceru-slt- vicinity
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
where as practically all of the West
for lots 1 and 2, and S 2 cents. Foster-Mllburand wulfenite in a gangue of
Co., Buffalo, ter their arrival. It is probable, how
Virginia coke is shipped to furnaces
ever
the
that
number
will
In
and
be
dolomite
the
NE
and
calcite
section 2, township 15 N, New York, sole agents for the United
outside of the state. In reaching for
of
500.;
neighborhood
and
are found at Swan Creek, Utah,
range 10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has States.
First Lieutenant Young of the Unit near St. Charles and Paris, Idaho. these markets not only does the coke
been filed notice of Intention to make
Remember the name Doan's and
ed States army, who Is stationed at The copper ores consist mainly of the of West Virginia have to meet in comfinal five year proof, to establish claim take no other,
Fort Bliss near El Paso, has been de carbonates, azurites, and malachite, petition the product from other states
to the land above described, before
tailed by the war department to at n nnort? voino
Shllimrita Ctf fTP but each district In the state becomes
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
Three Boys Drunk.
other
Virginia
tend
the
Lieutenant nave been made from two localities
encampment.
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th dey ot
districts and the result Is exhibited
Three boys who drifted into Cim Young will provide a problem in mill and
less
than
somewhat
comprised
,
August, 1911.
in the statistics of production and
arron, Colfax county, from western
Claimant names as witness: Nico- New Mexico, sold their horses and tary tactics to be worked out by the 100 tons of partly lead and partly cop- value.
Alabama ranks third in outHe
conof
will
every
tons
also
day.
800
guard
and
about
ore
per
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe then spent the money for booze be duct an officers'
of coke, her production in 1910
put
school for the instruc
concentrates.
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito, coming so boisterously intoxicated tion of the
Vir- company commanders and
which contains Mr. being smaller than that of West
Bulletin 470-N. M.
but
bv
550,000
that they were arrested. The boys their lieutenants.
tons,
g'nia
free1
hP nhtainPd
MANUEL R. OTERO,
were penniless and were permitted to
Prod"ct ex"
General Brookes has planned to con
Director of the th
the
to
fot,
walk out of town.
Register.
duct the maneuvers and sham battles Geological Survey Washington, D. C. -Jeach morning while the officers
bcuuoi ana guara mount will occur
each afternoon and evening. The offi the annual production of talc or soap-- ,
,
Alabama's production was ,
cers and soldiers will be pleased to stone in the United States to 150.716
027 short ons valued at $916o,
welcome townspeople to their camp, short tons in 1910, an increase of .i6
wntcn nas been named "Camp Mills"
Per cent in quantiW and 30 per centalthat of Alabama
in honor of Governor William J. Mills. in value compared with the production coke is better than
(Old Sparks Ranch )
s
.
The Optic will announce each even .
t o nnior nf Dut the average price of Alabama cokef
j,
ing the occurrences at the camp and
Open May
1t91v,T,$2-Scoke was $1.93.
the scheduled program for the follow There were eleven producing States
Best of Food
Best of Beds
to
West
Next
!
Mas-Pennsylvania
day.
ing
--California, Georgia, Maryland,
'
"Governor's Day," which will occur
Cold Pure Spring Water
New Jersey, New York, ginia possesses larger supplies of
e
coals
on July 26, will be one of the big North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode! coking and other
No Invalids
$15 a Week
events at the encampment. Governor Island, Vermont, and Virginia. The; that any other state in the Union, but
William J. Mills with his entire staff increase in production was chiefly in 'so long as both the 6oal and the coke
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
will visit the camp and will conduct New York, whose output of 71,710 continue to be shipped out of the
Write Pecos
a review of the troops. On the night tons formed nearly half of the total s'ate, West Virginia will not attain
Telegraph Glorieta
of July 25, officers and soldiers will be
the position she should occupy as a
production of the country.
state, nor will the
as
manufacturing
guests of honor at a grand ball to be
marketed
rough
Talc is usually
given in the Duncan opera house by from the mines, sawed into slabs and miners of coal or makers of coke rethe Optic.
made up into manufactured objects ;ceive a just return for their products,
Tonight Ave companies will be en such as laundry tubs, or ground into At the present time, ranking second
camped on the range, together with powder
In 1910, 69 per cent of the as a producer of coal and coke,inWest
the
the First Regiment band. These are talc was ground and 21 per cent made: Virginia stands thirty-fourtThe value of her manufactured products.
companies E and F of Santa Fe, Com into slabs and manufactured.
pany G of Albuquerque, Company L
uri1Cuv.,. re
SANTA FE, N. M., TO
of New York is pracucauyi i"
or Tucumcari and Company H of Las product
oit
vprmont. ranks second mining and coke making Industries
m,rt
Vegas
on
rM hoth eround talc and, in the state are the transportation
- - The soldiers began arriving this af soaDstone. Virginia the third in rank, companies.
- - ternoon. Company E in charge of
In most of the coke producing
produces some ground talc but a
Captain Domingo Pacheco, First Lieu laree amount of soapstone, In the pro- states the output in 1910 exceeded
I- -21.10 tenant James Baca and Second Lieu ductlon of which it outranks all other that of 1909. West Virginia was one
tenant George W. Arm! jo; Company states.
'
01 tne exceptions, with a decrease of
F in charge of Captain Norman L.
Most of the eround talc is used in 140,067 short tons, or 3.55 per cent.
-18.15 King, First Lieutenant Fernley E. the manufacture of paper of various The value decreased $ 170,689, or 2.27
Wiley and Second Lieutenant Jacob kinds. esDecially building paper. It; per cent. The number of estaDHsDSafford, Company G, in charge of Cap finds application also in the manufac-- : ments were reduced from 138 in 1909
tain William F. Brogan, First Lieuten- t
nf mnirted rubber forms and as; to 135 in 1910, and the number of
ant M. G. Browne, and the First Regi- foundry facings and paints. It read coke ovens from 20,283 to 19,912, and
ment band with its director. Bartolo
and Is used to re- the number of idle ovens increased
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN Ramirez, arrived on train No. 10. ily absorbs grease
move spots from silk and to bleact from 2,274 to 2,590. The abandoned
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO With the band playing patriotic airs cotton goods. On account of its
plants and most of the idle ovens
the soldiers marched to the camp.
one of its most important were in the Upper Monongahela disPRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
Company L of Tucumcari will arrive properties, it is widely used to
With the exception of 120
trict.
this evening on train No. 9 in com
ovens at Benwood, all
and for this purpose it Semet-Solvafriction,
mand of Captain Otto F. Elder, First is dusted into gloves and shoes and the ovens In the state are of the bee-For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
Lieutenant Burton F.
and blown into conduits to ease the intro hive type and no attempt is made to
SANTA FE, N. M Second Lieutenant FrankLittleton
. V
:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
H. Donohoo. duction of electric wires or other utilize the heat generated in the
Tomorrow the remaining five com
conductors. One of its widest appn-- process.
panies will arrive In the afternoon
on train No. 10. These are Company
B of Carlsbad, in command of Captain
against $4,408,158 in 1899, an increase
IRRIGATION STATISTICS
Charles D. Church, First Lieutenant
FOR ARIZONA. of $12,775,329, or 2S9.8 per cent. The
Henry E. Christian, and Second Lieuaverage cost of irrigation systems per
u
tenant William D. Dean; Company C.
acre irrigated in 1910 was $45.53, as
as
Great
Made
Territory
of Captain Neighboring in Reclamation as New
of Artesia in command
compared with a cost of $23.90 In
Progress
Charles R. Echols, First Lieutenant
1899, an Increase of $21.63, or 90.5
Mexico.
John F. Newkirk,' and Second Lieuper cent.
tenant Robert Carson; Company K of While Arizona has only
The average annual cost per acre
Successor to B. P. Williams
Clovis in command of Captain Frank as
in 1909
many farms as New Mexico ana for maintenance and operation
C. Blumlein; First Lieutenant J. T.
1899.
was
in
and
$0.82
$0.91
is
cultivation
only
area
under
the
The acreage irrigated in 1909 has
Dearborn; and Second Lieutenant
h
that in this commonwealth,
Edward J. Hoering; Company A of
tine neighboring Territory has been classified according to the state
yet,
It
Las Cruces in command of Captain more
capital invested in irrigation and Federal laws under which the
Phillip E. Dessauer, First Lieutenant works and a greater area under irri works were built or are operated as
Stuart K. Baker, and Second lieutenthan New Mexico. The Cen- follows: United States Reclamation
ant F. M. Haley; Company D of Sil- gation
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
issued a bulletin Service (act of Congress, June 17,
sus
Bureau
ver City in command ot Captain Wil- which shows today
has been accom 1902) 138,364 acres, or 43.2 per cent
what
to
will
FIRST
continue
it
Williams
B.
as
a
and
P.
owned by
operate
liam A. Tenney, Jr., and First Lieushort time of total; United States Indian Serin
comparatively
plished
:
tenant Thomas W. Nolan.
vice (various acts of Congress)
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all timss of day or night
V
in Arizona.
Tomorrow morning, as but one of
acres, or 6.1 per cent; cooperative
of
farms
number
The
total
Irriga
to furnish you with any kind of a tig you may want. I will
the three battalions will' be in camp,
101,025 acres, or 31.6 per
enterprises,
of
Exclusive
was
1909
4,509.
In
ted
battalion drill will be the only mancent;
enterprises
endavor to give prompt and efficient service aid trust to merit
supplying water for
was
the
total
euvers gone through. Major Ludwig Indian reservations,
80 acres, or less than 0.1 per
hire,
inan
our patronage.
William Ilfeld, in command of the bat- 3,848, against 2,981 in 1899,
cent; and private and partnership en
crease of 866, or 29.1 per cent.
talion, will have charge of the drill.
terprises 61,196 acres, or 19.1 per
1909
in
The
total
irrigated
acreage
Guard mount will be participated In
cent.
There are no Carey Act or
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
In
was
or,
excluding
320,051
acres,
district enterprises in the
by the entire company tomorrow evenirrigation
300,665
dian reservations,
against
Of the 138,364 acres report
ing.
territory.
185,396 in 1889, an increase of 115,269
Santa Fe, N. M
Phone l$9 Red
ed as irrigated by the United States
acres, or 62.2 per cent. During the Reclamation
Service, 1,344,364 acres
ITALIAN RANCHER
same period the improved land in
MURDERED NEAR TRINIDAD. farms outside ot Indian reservations are reported as having been Irrigated
by works built by others and taken
increased but 42.4 per cent, showing over
by the United States Reclama
Times
and
or
Five
Four
Top that a considerably larger part of
Struck
Works built by the
Service.
tion
Armed
Posse
of Head Blown Off
the improved area was irrigated in United States Reclamation Service
!
1 909.
The per cent of the improved are to be turned over to the water
Scouring the Nearby Canon.
area irrigated, outside of Indian reser users for
operation and maintenance,
Trinidad, Colo., July 19. An armed vations, increased from 81.4 in 1899 Including these 93.9 per cent of the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
posse is scouring the country In the to 92.7 in 1909.
in 1909 was sup'"The West Point ot the Southwest" ,
The total acreage which all enter-I-rise-s acreage irrigated
vicinity of Agullar in search of the asRanked by United States War Deplied by works controlled by the
of
an
Italian
with
were
ot
Disatlo,
sassin
supplying
Ignacio
capable
water users.
partment as "Distinguished Instituranchman, who was found dead on the water in 1910 amounted to 387,655
tion." Arm) officers detailed by War
Streams supplied 307,788 acres, or
over
the
county road less than a half mile from arres, an excess of 67,604
t
Department
in 1909. The total 96.1 per cent of the total acreage Ir
area
town.
the
Irrigated
"
In
lakes supplied 570
Through Academic course, preparThe rancher had been shot four or acreage reported in projects in 1909 rigated or 0.21909;
wells supplied
young men tor college or business
cent;
per
acres,
ing
was7
excess
of
an
624,
944,090
of
acres,
a
five times with
shotgun. The top
' life. Great amount ot open sir work.
7,585 acres, or 2.4 per cent; springs
In
area
039
acres
over
the
irrigated
the head had been blown away.
Healthiest location of any Military
This indicates in a general supplied 3,631 acres,, or 1.1 per cent;
The body was badly powderburned, 1909.
and reservoirs supplied 487 acres, or
School in the "Union. Located in the.
which Indicates that the shots were way the area which will be available ' about 0.2
ttoautlful Pecos Valley, the garden spot '
per cent.
few
next
the
within
for
settlement
'
'
,;'
fired at short range,
"
the' West at an elevation of 3700 '
v
The noise of the shooting was heard years.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
enterIn Agullar and the man had been dead ,; The number of independent
'
snow
the
or
rain
little
hut
1909.
during
4lay,
mb Summer Golds
Excluding Hay
but a few moments when an Investigat- prises was 1,269 is
season.
Indian reservations, the total was
downfound
face
MOST BK NkLKVCD QUICKLY
the
body
party
ing
and
Fourteen Officers
Instructors,
against 519 in 1899, an Increase
AMD WC RECOMMEND
ward in the roadway. The only clews 1,218,
ai; graduates from standard eastern
of 699, or 134.7 per cent.
the
murderer
of
to
thus
the
identity
'
,
Ten
of
main
buildings,
throughly
ditches
The
total
colleges.
length
far are a number of fourteen 'gauge outside of reserartions
was 1,608
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
shells lying near the body
shotgun
miles in 1909 and 1,492 in 1899, an inin all respects.
and footprints In the soft soil about crease of 116
REGENTS E. A. CABOON, Pres.
miles, or 7.8 per cent
the scene of the murder.
For quick and definite results.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
In 1909 there were 402 reservoirs havwas
30
a
Dlsatio
years of age and
. J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
ing a capacity of 1,348,358 acre.feet. For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUCH
native of south Italy. Re had former- Fifty-on- e
'.
Indian enterprises were re- that follows 8CARLBT FEVER, for
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
CROUP, WHOOPINO COUGH, for
'
ly conducted a grocery store in Agu- ported in 1909.
'.
and W.X FINLKT.
f
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
llar and n few weeks ago removed to
The total cost of irrigation systems of whatever
'For particulars and Illustrated
origin, in chiding CHRONIC
ft ranch in the Aplahapa valley, two to
was
as
:
L
1910,
July
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Address:
reported
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,
talofuee

MINES AND MINING
high-grad-
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e
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Copy to
N. M.

(075C3. )

forest supervisor,

Pecos,

Department of the Interior,
at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 13. 1911
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto

U. S. Land Office

Ortiz, of Rowe.' N
H UU
9, 190C, made Homestead No. 9330, for
NE
sec. 33, township 15 N,
range
11 E, has filed notice of intention to

Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, X. M..
who, on October 11, 1904, made homestead entry Xo.
for SW
Section 3, Township 14 X, Range 11
E X. M. M. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, X. M, on the 23rd day of
August, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
8111-0390-

4

r
make final
Jose Maria
proof, to estabLuis Martilish claim to the land above described, nez, Jose Angel,Apodaca,
Patricio Garcia, all
before register or receiver, U. S. Land of Lamy, X. M.
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
MANUEL R. OTERO,
day of July, 1911.
Register.
Claimant names at witnesses-- .
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.:
TO AND FROM ROStVELL.
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N.
M.; Dem-eriRibera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Connections made with Automobile
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
line at Vaughn for Roswen,
dally.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-we-ll
Register.
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
well at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves
(Pecos Forest. Xot Coal.)
Koswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
Department of the Interior.
irf ttween San'a F and Torrance
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M.. Is $5.80 and between Torrance
and
July 12.' 1911.
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on' autoIs
rsotice
hereby given that Manuel mobile
by wire. J. W S'ockard.
five-yea-

o

e

9633-759-

.DEALER IN..

n

1--

iron-staine- d

1--

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands
The EASLEY REALTY CO.,
Lauglilin

.

high-grad-

.,o.0

Fe., N. M.

ft

Business Manager.
Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and
Rent.

e

'v

at

Am'

ST'Z

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
15th for the Fishing Season

Bld., Santa

MABEL EASLEY,

'

8hat

heated 1

high-grad-

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

Carrying the U. 8. mail and paa
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
a
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive in Vaughn at 5:3C p. m.
To-pek-

ROSWELL, N. M.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
to
each regular ticket, excess
baggage
at. the rate of J5.00
per hundred lbs,
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500

rates are given for excur
slons. for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co, Soswell, N. M.

JW. STOCKARD,

MANAGE!

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

h

$64.95

$50.35

Buffalo,-

St. Louis,

44.35

Denver.

New York,

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs,

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

j

16.35

LOW RATES

STOP-OVE-

les-Kp- n

y

'

'

f

STYLES IN

BOOK-CASE- S

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

IDEAL

Three different and distinct types of SloleArfck 'Elastic" Book-Casmade in dull or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern
adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We early the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Pe, N. M.

IRA MORGAN

one-fourt- h

LIVELY

f

J

I

one-fourt-

EVERY LAWYER AND LAW OFFICER

NEEDS THEM

i

I

19,-38- 6

I

j

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering

the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,

I

PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

TO 14 IN STOCK

New Mexico Military

Institute

s

'

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Pfice $7.50, Postpaid

:

of

Missouri Code Pleadings.

$6.17, Postpaid
Forms for Missouri
Pleading

Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

Foley's Honey and Tar

-

: : :

COMPILED LAWS 1897

Few

M

A

1899,1901,1903,

tocpound

1905, 1907, 1909

FOR SALE BY THE

.

-

miles from town.' He was seen in
ear ry evening.

ullar. during the

4i

"

Ag-

a Eliminating ' reservation Foley's
Hooey and Tar Compound
systems, the cost was, $17,183,487, as , cor sate oj ait arvggiiis.

NEW

MEXICAN

PRIfiTlflG CO,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

AGE FOUR

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, S.

IE

SANTA

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
General Manager.

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure-

Entered

r.

at

Second Class Matt er At the Santa Fe Postelfice.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
75
Dally, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
aily, per year, by mail

Daily, tlx month, by mail
Weekly, six months
Weekly,

rer year

WeekXy,

per quarter

$3.50
1.00
2.00
BO

OFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
JJ
mmonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

MATERIAL IS GOOD AND PLENTI- FUL.
With the optimistic reports from
Washington that the Nelson resolu- tion admitting New Mexico to state- without anv further conditions
or need of additional vote there, is
discussion of
naturally considerable
Hie material that the Republican party
will offer for the state offices that will
have to be filled within the next
three and a half months if statehood
becomes a reality in less than three
weeks as it Is freely predicted. The
Mexican is not quite so optimis- tic as the Washington reports would
warrant, although Delegate Andrews
seems to have matters well in nana
and seems confident of the success
his efforts to reach a compromise
'on the statehood matter. But on the
other hand, Democrats, not only in
Arizona, but in. New Mexico also, are
secretly or .openly urging Senator
Owen of Oklahoma and Democratic
in the House to stand out
; radicals
against the Nelson resolution ana
tnus aeteat statenooa.
jut no mat-ter what the outcome, candidates and
prospective canaiaates are preparing
ior a vigorous contest.
Both great parties in naming a tick- et will find it necessary to regard
No county can ex- local conditions.
pect to "hog" most of the offices.
Santa Fe county, for instance, will
demand from both parties a IT. S.
Senatorship. It has a candidate for
tne KepuDiican nomination ior secre- tary of state in Probate Clerk Georgo
AV. Armi0.
It wan want one oi me
supreme Judgeships for Judge John
R. McFie.
It will want a railroad
for Hon. B. F.
commissionership
It may want other places
Pankey.
and if every one o the other twenty
five counties makes demands in like
the list of offices to be fill-ea win neeas ue ten uuies as Bial.
as it actually is.
men neea must oe paia to tne race
question. Deny it as we please, this
will continue to be a factor for many
..years to come which no party can af-It has been quietly
ford to ignore.

FIFTY YEARS AGO.
Today, fifty years ago, was fought
the first great battle of the Civil War,
that of Bull Run, in which the federal arms were disastrously defeated
after having apparently won the bat
tle. It has been an oft and much
disputed question why the Confeder
ates uiu uui uumeaiaieiy move on
Washington, a few miles away, and
take possession of the federal capital,
and thus have greatly increased the
moral effect of the victory. Later
historians have pointed out that if
the north had been adequately pre
pared at that time, if it had won that
first great battle and had been in po
sition to follow up such advantage
with
and equipped troops
the Civil War would have ended that
yH uui iuyuDiwiuo Ul. Lt 30 null - Uil
lions oi treasure would1 have been salv
ed. It: is, of course, idle to fiiscuss
what might have been, except to draw
from it the lesson that the nation
owes it to itself to be prepared for
war in time of peace. It would be well
period of
during this
the Civil War, for young and old, to
read the heroic record of those days,
a record, in which New Mexico too
played a conspicuous
part for the
battles of Glorieta, Valverde and lesser fights undoubtedly had an important bearing on the suosequent history of the southwest, if not of the
nation.

one or two others cot yet in the lime

light.
On the Republican side the material is good and plentiful. On the
democratic side it is equally as
tiful out there is no need of discussing it, for the Democrats have ad- mined right along, at Washington and
at home, that in the first statehood
election they will be in the rear of
tne procession.
-
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GENERAL AGENTS,

MEXICO.
'

1

-

MONEY AND METAL8.
New York, July 19 Call money,
2
2
prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 45; amalgamated,
Atchison,
69
sugar, 118 bid;
Great Northern, pfd, 135
113
New York Central, 109; Northern
Reading, 157
Pacific, 132
Union, 190;
Southern Pacific, 123
Pfd., 118
steel, 79
New York, July 19 Lead firm, $4.45
Standard copper quiet; spot
4.55.
and September, ?t2.1012.30; silver,

T"

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans monejon the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers; Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment In all respects as Is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taoa county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

44

4

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
Graduate of McKlllep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
'

Fraternal Societies

52

GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Chicago, July 19. Wheat Sept., 87;

Dec,

90

Corn

Oats

Pork Sept.,
Lard Sept.,
Ribs Sept.,

Dec,43

$16.00;
$8.22'
$S.45;

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month, at,
Masonic
Hall at
,; ,. 7.30.
H. H. DORMAN.
'

A

59

Dec,

Sept., 62
Sept., 41

1--2

Jan., $15.45.
Jan. $8.20.
Jan., 17.95.-'-

The Palace Hotel
One of the Best Hotels

SANTA FE, JTEW MEXICO

$6.45

a p. o.

of sales
-

Santa Fe Lodge

$6.606.55.
market
Sheep Receipts, 20,000;
steady; native, $2.604.75; western,
yearlings, $4.405.65;
$3.004.80;
western
lambs, native, S4.007.35;
$4.507.25.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

e.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
,

FINK SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

,

THOS. DORAN
-

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant
ShortfOrders run Day

No.

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Regular, Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

x

its regular , session on 222xSan Francisco Street
the second, and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and
3. D. SENA,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

market
5.000:
Sheen Receints.
steady; muttons, $3.504.25; lambs,
$5.50 7.00; fed wethers and yearlings,
$3.505.00; fed western ewes, $2.50

6.45; good to choice, heavy,
6.95; pigs, $5.65 6.35; bulk

Large Sample
Room for Com
mereial Travelers

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

6.65.

Santa Fe txdge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
3.80.
the third Monday of each month
Chicago, 111., July 19. Cattle Reat 7:30 o'clock ln the evening in
ceipts, 20,000; market steady to 10c Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
Texas
S4.706.80:
lower: beevs.
fcotiBh. Rite Masons are corfeedVisiting
and
stockers
steers, $4.005.85;
ers, $3.005.15; cows and heifers, dially invited to attend. .
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
82J
$2.105.75; calves, $5.007.50.
Venerable Master.
market
24,000;
Hogs Receipts,
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
strong; to 5 c higher; light, $6.50
Secretary.
7.00; heavy, $6.256.95; rough, $6.25

'

Unexcelled

July 19. Cattle-Rec- eipts
market steady; native
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
steers, $4.604.80; Southern steers,
J3.405.25: Southern cows, and
H. P.
heifers, $2.404.00; native cows and ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
heifers, $2.256.50; stockers and feed$2.504.75;
Santa Fe Commander
ers, $3.005.25; bulls,
No. L K. T. Regular
calves, $4.006.75; . western steers,
western cows, $2.50
conclave fourth Mon$4.40 6.15;
4.50.
day in each month at
market
Masonic Hall at 7:30
14,000;
Hogs Receipts,
P. m.
steady to 5c: bulk of sales,
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
6.65; heavy, $6.506.70; packers and
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
butchers, $6.406.70; light $6.30
Mo.,

7,000;

jn the West

WITH PRIVATE BATH

ROOMS IN BUCT

CnUine and
Table Service

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a'

LIVESTOCK.

William Vaughn, Prop,

;

WOOL MARKET.
Master
.
St. Louis, Mo., July 19. Wrool
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
Market higher; territory and western
fine medium 16
mediums, 1719
Santa Fe Chapter No.
fine 1114
17
1, R. A. M. Regular

Kansas City,

IN 1870.

ESTABLISHED

:
:
:
$150,000
Capital Stock,
Stylus and Undiy ided Prof it;j $0,000

v-

!

MARKETJEPORT

Assistant Cashier.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

:

Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.

!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
:

READ,

F. McKANE,

HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It

J. B.

PALEN, President.

LA,

HowAbo.ut That Fire Insurance?

LIPE

G.

::

Electric Lights
HERRERA,

Prop

Wells Fargo & ?o. Express

Secretary.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
lT
,,,ysfSfSjSsaspiBBll

General Express Forwarders

I

HOLT A SUTHERLAND
Attorneye-at-La-

Practice in tie Distrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
"
'
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY A EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department;
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eatan-ciN. M.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Dam No. 80. 1. O. R boidi
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
era are always welcome.
.

'.

C.

J.

NEIS,-

-

''"'

American

Santa Fe Camp
A.
meet
day each month, to
cial meeting tLlrd
Tuesday at Elks
HalL .VIsting neigh- -

0; MOULTON

If you want anything? on earth
'
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Instead

I

i FUNERAL

ft
2tt

DAY ANIGHT
PHONIC

off

liquid

many people are now using

19A
IdV

-

DDI

108

ROlf

.

PALAoa....
,AVB

Picture Framing 'Tttfufly and Satltfaotorlly Dona,

c act; nniMic

The new toilet germicide JBwaerjofe
m
dissolved in water as needed.
For all toilet and hygienic uafesit W
'
better and more economies!
To cleanse and whiten the
teetn, remove tartar ana fSX5z?
prevent decay.
To disinfect the month, de
stray disease germs, and
.

w

Law.
New Mexico.

j

'

t

Practicing before all the courts ln
purify the breath.
To keep artificial teeth and
the Territory.
' bridcrework elean. odorless
Santa Fe
New Mexico To remove nicotine from the teeth and
purify the breath after smoking.
To eradicate perspiration and body
COMPANY
PROBERT
;
odors by sponge bathing.
Investments
The best antiseptic wash Knon. '
Lai ds, Mines, Vends A Stoeka,
Relieves and strengthens tired, wesV,
lnflamedeves. Heals aorethraat,wonndi
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sal .teneral stocks of and enta. SS and BO eta, a box, drnnisti
or mail postpaid. Sample Warn
Merchandise,
Re11 Lumber Yard or
TNB PAXTOM TOtmT CQ JUsSisa.L.sea
.

,

K

sun vmm :mmm

Paxtine ToOet Antiseptic

WILLIAM MeKEAN

Counsellor-at-La-

DIRECTORS

'

,

try

AntiscpticsarPcroxldo

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. 0.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

H. L. ORTIZ,

A RISING ii

CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Santa Fe, N. M.

and

N. W.
second Tues

13514.

MULLIGAN

:

Farmer.,

New Mexico

Attorney-t-L-

Attorney

,",

It

L. O. WHTTTIER, Consul

Mining sua Land

.

Yeomen:

C. G. Richie, Cor.
Bee Mrs. Daisy

before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M bors welcome.

'.

Jedco

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

of

Meets
Secon
and Fourth Than '
days,
Delgado'a
Hall. H. Foreman,

G, W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice ln all th? DHtrlct Court-an- d
gives special atefitkn to cases

Taos,

Canada,

y

2879.

.

Practice in the . District and
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to, all business.,

Attorney-at-La-

S,

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH

Brotherhood

Su-

-

U.

;r W. PARMER
Homestead No.

E. C. ABBOTT

HARRY

?i?A&

President

.

Secretary.

Attorney-at-La-

'.,

In"ce

by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

mvuvJ

-

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

'- -i

Banta. Fe.

MOflfiV Md

SflY

8anta Fe

a,

,

forts of the World

All

'

,

t,
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well-drilfe- d

CROWDING THE EARTH
It is a bad thing for any government, or any service, if those emIt will be a century, perhaps,
fore the United ' States will be as ployed by it grow so big that their
crowded as eastern Europe is now, removal for the good of the service,
but a century is not so great a span creates so great a public clamor that
of time and it is timely now, those in charge must surrender to
to
for the be-o-f the clamor and retain the officer
make
provision
Dr. Harvey
ginning of the next century.'; The sought to be removed.
reclamation of arid tracts as well as ,riley,may be all that his friends
the draining of swamp lands is in the claim for him but if he measures up
so that there to the standard of a big man, he
lines of conservation
may be plenty of land for the popula- would step out and down with grace
tion that will crowd this country even if he is vindicated. A man of
twenty, fifty, and a hundred years his alleged caliber should find no difhence.
ficulty of making his living and servAn nour.g traVei, or less from any ing the public better out of the pubof tne largest cltleg in the country lic employ than in it. If there is
wiU bring one t0 a Bpot so wid and graft and wrongdoing in the Departuntamed as to seem to be a part of ment of Agriculture he can do more
to expose it without than within the
primeval forest or wilderness. "When service.
a nation beglns t0 recover
deSrts
and drain vast swamp8i both of which
Senator Heyburn of Idaho, will not
ln its writer days were considered
find much sympathy, even in the most
to h. nf nv
as
w.
gin t0 reauze the progress which has remote portions of the north, for his
been made ln civjIization and develop- - frantic attacks on the Confederacy.
ment." savs Pomilar Mechanics. White Of late years,' the entire nation has
in the far West mI1!ions are Deing been as proud of the deeds of the
SDent ln brineine water to arid anrps Men in Gray as it is of the heroism
and of the Men in Blue, and Robert Lee
reniapine raPtiis with cantflimi
rattlers wlUl raspberries, in our far has been as much an idol of the boys
Eagt the proceES o reCovery is being in the north as is Ulysses S. Grant.
reversed. The Great Dismal Swamp The men on both sides were Ameri
trailitinTi- - cans, they fought the best they knew
of vireinia. of slaverv-dahow for a cause each deemed right,
and tne Evergia(les of Florida,
ten lnt0 all th early hlstory of jn. and that suffices for those who did
dian warfare) are eaci! Delng draln. not feel the bitterness and the rancor
or have outlived it, that necessarily
ed.
Thus millions of acres of land some accompanied so stupendous a strugwitn more wat
otnerg wlth legS( gle among brothers.
are becoming available with a pro
The campaign publicity bill passed
and fortiutv nnmrr.aA
rill(,tivM,eR
.
have
- by the Senate, while it would
These
anywhere.
great
engineercase
V"
the
Senator
reached
Stephenson
individworks
and
by
"".""fgovernment
,
the ing
zens at least the governorship,
. in Wisconsin,
would, hardly have aftL,ft.,
secretary of state, one of the railroad h, nf annnnrHnp- half th. ,..,,
fected the Lorimer election in Illinois.
in addition to the population of tWg C0Untry.
6ommissionerships
That the In Wisconsin, Stephenson, is accused
customary allotment oi raum, auu day ig here wnen gucn reclamations of buying his election with his own
legislative places, and perhaps, a V.- are profltable( ls SUggestive of the money, in Illinois, so the charges
S. Senatorship, if men like Hon. Solo- time when nke the naUons Qf the have it, the election was bought for
mon Luna can De persuaaea to enter 01d World wg wm need
eyery acre Lorimer by his friends, or as was
me arena ior it.
of cultivation
brought out in the hearing yesterday,
,
capable
In addition, the "Prohibition issue
by a friend.
will force itself into the campaign.
Tho
,,hiif.it,, hin
The candidates for the governorship by tbe genate ,g not a
fm
The New Mexican is not quite sure
and for the legislature must be ready New Mex,cog flrgt gtate campalgn. It
the state of health of "Bet you
why
i
lo auwe.
"
limits the expenditure of the candl- - a million" Gates is so important as
favor a prohibition law?' Both par- - datg for fte v g genate
or to demand several cables each day
ties will probably put a local option Congregg t0 ten centg for ach yoteT from
France to every newspaper in
plank into their platforms
and not to exceed a maximum
of the land, but it may be that since
Naturally discussion is rife as to $.(m
thre are ha,f a dozen can the war in Mexico is over.vthe state
candidates on the first New Mexico djdateg (or Con
and g dozen can. hood question settled, and the El
state ticket. It is well settled that djdateg for the Senat8(
Paso correspondent on a vacation,
to
not
are
any
the higher offices
going
mean campaIgn contributions from that that there is a dearth of matter with
man as a reward of merit but because gource a,one Qf
g
en
to fill the news columns.
he controls the most delegates and on which t0 run ft iegitlmate cam. which
can make the most advantageous pajgn
HoweveT) such
xpenaiture
That brakeman who punctured a
combinations with delegates he does m nQt
o a
the bu
t
bandit in Iowa yesterday with a
train
a
means
not control.
campaign and the provlglons 0 tbe
It
Pubiclty
bullet
deserves a Carnegie medal and
in every precinct and every county. !measure are guch that the corruptlon a
monument, if for no other reason
not only on election day but In the f the yoter by
for Con. than to teach that every citizen can
primaries.
'gressional honors will be out of the do very much Individually to discourthe
for
candidate
avowed
The only
The Irgt state leglalature age lawlessness and to make it interQUgtion
governorship on the Republican side ghou,d mftke glmUar oviglon t0
esting for law breakers, whether the
A.
Otero. ern
is Territorial Treasurer M.
the expenditure of money in other law breaker is a bandit holding up a
He will make a vigorous race and as han congregsional campalgns.
a train or a law breaker who opens
a nucleus is uerwuu iv uac mo uiv- '
his saloon on Sunday.
Terfrom
Rio
Arriba
county.'
gates
TrritorIal Engineer Charles D.
will
Jaffa
ritorial Secretary Nathan
Mn,er lg qu,t rigM when nfr main.
It is not only the sheepman and
have the backing of the Pecos valley ;ta,ns that the leagt the local autborl. the wool
that are about to
for the honor if he wants it and the, t,eg can do,g tQ malntain tbose roadg be ruined industry
by Democratic tariff tinker
Pecos valley must be given some
the terrltory helped t0 buUd- - ing but Louisiana sugar growers tesmere
siaeration on tne ticitei.
He might even have gone further tified before the Congressional ComO.
H.
Hon.
strong current favoring
and said that local roads which ex mittee this week, that the reduction
Bursum for the governorship, and he ist for the accomodation of local traf of the tariff on ugar would effect
would prove invincible on election fic, should be built by local authori
two million people in TexHon. Solomon Luna would be ties altogether '. and the territory adversely
day.
as and Louisiana and would wipe out
a sure winner if he could be induced should confine its activities to build an
industry that ls growing rapidly.
to accept the nomination and the ma- ing and maintaining such great high-- .
jority he would pile up on election ways as that across the Pecos Forest
The Conservation Commission, of
day would be a wonder.
Reserve which would : really attract which Hon. Solomon Luna is the
W.
For Secretary cf State, George
tourist travel and thus bring money president, has made arrangements
Armijo, is being groomed assiduously and capital into the Territory. Roads for the gathering of data that will
Assistant Secretary of that nature are tasks for an entire prove to be very important for the
by his friends.
Coard would also prove a formidable commonwealth, which could build and future development of. New Mexico.
For the lieutenant gov maintain them as is done in other Thus far, New Mexico has gone along
candidate.
E. S. Stover countries, where national highways with some general idea, but no defi
ernorship,
of Albuquerque will be a candidate, are the delight of the visitor and nite knowledge
of the extent and
but others are backing Probate Clerk attract touriBts by the thousands.
of its resources.
variety
Isidoro Armijo of Las Cruces.
For chief justice of the supreme court
The suggestion of Assistant Secre"F.ven the suear trust eot tired of
Frank W. Parker has been picked as tary of War Oliver that high school losing money," declared a witness be
the winner, and for judges, all of the pupils be drilled in the manual of arms fore the congressional investigation
present incumbents are being spoken and - be taught how to use rifles, is one committee yesterday. "And why did
of, excepting Judge William H. Pope that should be adopted in New Mex the Sugar Trust lose money?" may be
who will be named federal judge for ico. Although Germany has its stand asked.
The same witness answered
New Mexico by President Taft. But ing army, yet its boys, even from the the question when he said: "Prslcont
there are lawyers not on the bench, primary grade on, receive a military H. O. Havemeyer strongly opposed
like Ralph C. Ely, E. C. Abbott, and training in the schools. Aside from any publicity."
: Reed Holloman who may find dele- the feature, of readiness for war,
All advices from the National Capigates from certain sections pushing military training would prove a bene
them for the nomination. For rail fit to the boysfrom a physical as well tal seem to agree that Congress is
road commissioners, B. F. Pankey, as mental standpoint
It would give determined to dispose of the stateVenceslao Jaramillo, Malaqulas Mar- them erect bodies, a good step, alert hood question within another three
all qualities weeks.
tinez and also members of the var ness and
What a busy, political time
ious unions of railroaders, are strong that help in every day life. Iri ad will follow favorable action of SenFor the Lower House emergency, it is
on August 7 and. 8!
that ate'
possibilities.
if every man in the United States is
of Congress, Judge E. A. Mann,
George Curry, W. H. H. able to respond to the manual of arms
What has become of the saloon
Llewellyn, George W. Prichard, E. A. and knows how to use firearms, much regulation ordinance that was introMlera, Charles A. Spiess, are among time otherwise necessary for drilling duced and passed on first reading sevtbe advance guard of those from will be saved.
eral months ago in the city council?
Is there an underground Influence that
among whom the successful candiThe great par
Texas is a pretty big state.
Its It holding up this much needed legisdates will be chosen.
tlcular prizes, the C. S. Senatorshlps-wil- l school census shows that it has one lation?
go to two statesmen from among million children of school age or ten
Delegate
times as many as New Mexico. Its
The announcement that each Nathe following possibilities
W. H., Andrews, W. J. Mills, Na- total assessment is two billion and a tional .Guard member took a "housetional Committeeman Solomon Luna, half dollars, or almost forty times wife" to encampment at Las Vegas
Stats Chairman H. O. Bursum, Charles the assessment of New Mexico. The has caused an unnecessary amount of
Fall, Frank W. Par- gain ln assessment this year is mor trepidation among the fair ones of
Springer, A.
and
, A
this Ancient City,
Tbomas
b.
Catrgn
ker,
- possibly than $25,000,000.
'
'
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UNITED STATES BANK

r
v.

TRUST CO.

&

put through the Nelson statehood

MILLINERY, BARjGANS
E. E. Van Horn of the New Mexi
returned
co Cattle Sanitary Board,
last night from a trip up the Rio
Mrs. Mills will not be at home to- Grande and leaves this afrernoor. on
ONE THIRD
morrow.
a trio to Estancia. Albuquerque Her
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers- - Veils
Attorney E. L. Medler came up from ald
.
Albuquerque last night.
This Month Only.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, rice presi-Lawrence Lee of Albuquerque, call- dent of the New Mexico Central, re- ed on Governor Mills this forenoon.
;
io AiuuiiuciM"- a
Mrs. Angus McGilvray of Estancia, lurneu
six weeks In the east, part JYH)5
JUUUL.I-- K.
snending
Ik visiting her mother, Mrs. Charles F.
C.
He
D.
of the time in Washington,

CAPITAL 850,000.00

PERSONAL MENTION

mirr.

;

Your Patronage Solicited

j,

iiiTri i"r

JOIWl-Eascomer nun
Easley.
declares that the prospects lor state-Mr. and Mrs. C. Manzanares of Park hood are not very bright at this ses- - A A A A A A
Vfcw, Rio Arriba county, arrived last sion of Congress. He says he "hopes
"
'
fcvening.
well" but is not "hopefull."
;
S. D. Wilson of Chicago, who sells
Colonel S. Winchester D. O:, of the
Phone 49 Main
Phone 9 Main
lcose leaf ledgers was an arrival last V. a LI H irMuntAom Armv t with head
vjh.u.
;
evening.'
in St. Louis', Mo., is in Santa
F. A. Baird, W. W. Smith and R. G. quarters
subscriptions for the supHead of Las Vegas, are guests at Fe soliciting
of the Whiteslave Traffic.
pression
the Montezuma.
is meeting with a ready response
A. B. McGaffey, an Albuquerque bus- He
if $5,000 can be raised in New
and
inessman, registered at the MontezuMexico, headquarters for the Southma last evening.
in fighting the nefarious traffic
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable re west
will be established in Santa Fe.
turned last evening from an official
"Captain W. C. McDonald of Carri-;TwhprP CfltU
trip to Colfax county.
chairman of the New Mexico;
zozo,
F. A. Rowe and C. O. Judklns of Democratic central committee, wno!faCtiOn
IS
Glens Falls, New York, registered at i
i
nn,tani. in Ct Tncnnh'H
the Palace Hotel last evening.
sanitarium for several days, left late
x

1.

B. LAUGHLIN,

j
.1

President

H. F.

1856.

:

j

J

11

11 1 1

Established

aaaaaaaaaaa

j

STEPHENS, Cashier,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

.r

Knit to Shape

OFF

Business

Does a General Banking

M.

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Incorporated 1903.

Glean Up Sale

IT

I

IrnrhAa

rf

Tovae

AmaHlIn

.

.
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h 'likm

i
II

mar

traveling freight agent for the Rock;to the deoarture of the train, Captain! DUt trie DCSt 'Trie
Island lines, is in Santa Fe today.
Mnnnaki and several Democratic',
E. S. Parker, an Albuquerque in-- ! Tenders, including H. B. Fergusson, O.i
suramce man, was an arrival at thejN Marron, W. S. Hopewell, Warren!
cfill
OUT old
Montezuma, yesterday afternoon,
Graham and others,' held an informal
H M. Dougherty arrived yesterday caucus." Albuquerque Herald.
policy
from Socorro 'to remain in the city a'
of
AlbuquerAND
fhort while on business.
TRAINING
MANUAL
by
"
.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
que Herald.
They must be moved,
Alfredo Montoya of Bernalillo, the
efficient probate clerk of Sandoval Board of Education Designate' Quar.j
and next week we give
II
City Corn-Fe- d
county, was a guest at the Coronado
ters for These New Departments
our patrons
oppor-- J
'1st evening.
of the Public Schools.
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Assistant Superintendent of Public
our entires
Instruction Acasio Gallegos has gone
met last!
Education
of
Board
The
Veal and Lamb.
J
to Taos to attend the teachers' instl- evening in the office of Secretary J. A.
'V I tut a In cosainn th;r
school
building.
Wood in the ..high
Territorial Encineer Charles D.
Present, Jose D., Sena, president; T.j Home-Dresseft I Miller returned this noon from
d
I
B. Catron, Frederick Muller, J. A.
Poultry, Fresh
apection of good road projects in'Tne Rolls and James L. Seligman. Absent,
A vicmiiy oi lab vegas.
Nicanor Baca, J. H. Sloan, and David Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
X
'
Miss Delia Scheurich of Kelly, So- Knapp.
ft corro county, was in Santa Fe on the
The report of the boiler inspector
2 way to her former home in Taos. She showed that the boiler of the heating
ALL WHITE GOODS AT COST.
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
a is a relative of Governor Bent.
system in the high school building is BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS- The secrein first class condition.
V.a
.art nnlifA tft loot ovninir
th
.
the treasurer read their reand
O for
r
"
tary
'
F""!
K tancia valley, and may go to Hillsboro, ports, showing a substantial balance Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
SELIGMAN BROS. GDMPANY,
I
in the treasury.
Sierra county, before returning.
Assistant District Forester a. u
The special committee consisting
LAUGH LIN BLOCK,
Waha returned today from a ?ix!of Dr. J A. Rolls, J. L. Seligman and
:
U :
:
:
.:
Phone
ox, 219.
I
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
week's Inspection tour of tte Pecos
appointed to report on
j A wood,
national forest.' Albuquerque Hen..U.,rooms
for the Manual Training ana
August Koch who returned with the Domestic Science departments, re- baseball team on Monday left thisjported jn favor of the southeast base-- j
afternoon for Las Vegas for the
0f the high school building for
tional Guard encampment, he being Manual Training and the northeast
PROPRIETOR.
a member of the militia.
basement room for cooking and sew- W. D. Shea, district passenger and lng
committee also recommend- pe
freight agent for the Denver & Rio ed tbat electricity be used for heatingGrande railroad, with headquarters in purposes. The board approved the reREAL
this city, left today on a business trip port 0f the committee and adopted its
to the San Luis valley, Colorado.
recommendations. The contract for
Dlumbing necessary in the nortnSuperintendent of Public Instruc-ith-e
ESTATE
tion J. E. Clark did not get away to;ea8t basement room was awaraeo. to
Bernalillo and Silver City this morn-- 1 Fred Hogle, he being the lowest owing as he had expected, but will prob-- 1 j der.
BUSINESS
ably leave tonight or tomorrow.
The Banitary drinking fountains
Receiver C. C. Murray of the Newh ,
the committee on
.... arrived,
Mexico Central raBroad was in Albu4J
and gronfiQ-- will have them
ffi
querque yesterday after spending instaiied in the Second Ward school
s
some time in Santa Fe and left last;llouge
night for his home in Pittsburg, Pa.
Tn board through T. B. Catron pur
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las
ni,imeB of "The Universal
WasH-t0T the
gas, has left for New York-anpublic school
Anthoi0 gy
10
O.CWATSON&CO.
lington on matters appertaining
at an exceedingly low price.
library
Santa Fe county s finances and to put
'
in good licks at the national capital, nm0N8N0F DOLLARS
119 San Francisco St.,
helping Delegate W. H. Andrews to
CLAIMED FROM INDIANS.
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.
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We do not carry our
Summer Goods over until next season . . .... .

Stay Shaped
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SuretyBonds

"LOANS
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Wash,, July 19. Claims
dol- aggregating several millions of
Spokane,

John Pflueger, The

Gloveman;

GLOVES
For All Purposes and All. Sizes.
Work Gloves.

Dress Gloves,'

Auto Gloves,

Gloves for Everyone.

i4

John

Shoeman :

The

Pflueger,
l ,

'

.

....

EXQUISITE LINE of CJT GLASS
. .

Just

Received . .

We are not asking unreasonable prices', either ;
but come and see what we have, v
OANDSOKE TOILET SITS
; STEKLINfi SILVEMDVWiB
'

h: c':
Cut
yuk, Plnwpr
A Specialty
c

yontzs0

Smmh. Wadding
aiH Tabla teuquttt and DaearatlaM.
Funaral Olalgna,
araf ul. attantlan. An extra akarga at tta
'

PLANTS,

Out af tawn ardara glvan
far paoklng on '.ardara' fcndar '$3)6;".;'

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
....
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RpV. BOYLE Mfr.

i. ...ff.t.'p.
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Naw Maxlea.
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SOLE AGENTS
Electric Ironi
,

5

COJllars,

presented by creauors umu
reservation
Indians on various
thrniiBhnnt thp United States, are be- Indian af-ing tabulated by the offic of
com
F.
acung
HauKe,
fairs, say C.
missioner, In a letter to the iapoKane HHJTT BROS.
CO.,
chamber of commerce through United
States Senator Poindexter, in reply to
"Always Sellable'
a complaint by the Commercial clubof Covada, Wash., as to the settleIf you
the best
ment of Indians' debts,
DRUGGISTS
Fe then "As soon as that partadding:
comes to
of the scnea-ulinwhich covers all claims presentyou by our
ed by creditors of the Indians of a givPhone Red 58
Phone M-- Nitbt
en reservation is completed, steps will
and
impartially
be taken to promptly,
adjust these claims according to the
resources of the debtors and the merits of the claims."
Commissioner Hauke emphasizes
the fact thaj the department of the CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
interior has restrained his office from
SIGN WRITING
acting as a collecting agency for creditors of Indians. Continuing, he says:
IT IS OUR LEADER-s- ure
First Class Work Guaranteed
"Through the allotment ,of land to
and why? - Because individual
Indians and tne consequent
of
"can ,uc acquisition by them from proceeds
mo
dividual hank accounts
,
land 0
PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
under government custody, the limit
bOUght Or made
any ed
309 Saa Francisco
i
euuu
wmcn
aw:uiia
is
creait
business management has been so far
price.
Street
abused that the department has found
"
We also have Diamond Flour a it necessary to restrain' this office
'
from further countenancing the exten-Hifh Grade Colorado Milling that
slon of credit to Indians, except on the
"
'
same basis as creditors would extend
in
its class.
a leader
to white customers. :
Following this departmental order,
UrAlLY RECEIPTS OF
certain rules end regulations have
CARPENTERS
been formulated with a view to placAND CABINET MAKERS.
ing the individual Indian's affairs on
a cash basis by providing for the reasonable expenditure of his land money
for his benefit, either under supervi FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
sion or without supervision, according
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
to his competency.
Experience el
CO. ready has proved the wisdom
and utilPhone.Red 115
All Work Guaranteed.
ity of these rules and regulations."
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Serpentine Crepe
Beautiful Patterns
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A BIG PROPOSITION

Boss

Santa Fe Business

Patent

right party.

Block paying over 10 per
cent, gross on price which we can quote to

Phone Black No. 52

t-i-

Santa
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at

.

ONE OF THE BEST INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTIES
'
IN SANTA FE.
,

itis

better

7 Yards for $1.00

-

SPECIAL, SATURDAY, JULY 15.

FLOUR
want
Santa

-:-

Kimono Silks, 60c. Per Yard.

Right Price

.
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Fe

LADIES'

'
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Abstract, Realty

WHITE

No. 22

Phone Black

Residence

Insurance Agency,

Off
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J. P. Steed & Son
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DARK

PLACES

Santa Fe Water arid Light Companyf
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forS
Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing. Dishes
Electric Tea Pots'
,

i

i

SOLE AGENTS

tes Stay Hot

Electric toasters

in Santa Fe, with its low summer temperature, the
average man and woman feels the call to keep cool.
There are months in the year when one enjoys sitting in a
hammock or reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, PORCH SETTEES, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neat BASKETS,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.

EVEN

With
the Best
Goods at the

i

S. KftUtlE

CO.

&

W. N. TOWNSEND
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Cut to 35 Cts.

50 and 60 Cts.

Little Drug
Store
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Special this Week
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STEW MEXICAN,

SANTA FE, N. M.
MANY

WANTS

St, Louis Rnckv

Pacific

Company.

Railway

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect Sept, 1st 1910
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work.

i

oOontiects at Colfax with B. P. & 9. W. Ry. train both Norttuaud'Soutb..!
SStage for Van Houten Jf, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM,
WANTED Men and uoys In Los
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M for Klizabethtown, N. M., at 9;0O a. m, dally excep" Angeles. Small
pay bui can learn
uu
S3.50
one
;
round
carried
way
free.
Fare
ii
trip fifty pound baggage
andays,
of automobiles,
O.
S. train leaves Dus Mclnes, N, M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Ithe trade
electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying on actual contb at 4:38 a. rn
tract jobs, 300 students last year.
Z. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Catalogue free. United Trade School
V. P. & G. M
G. P. Agent,
Contracting Co.. Los Angeles.
Superintendent.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

ITSZ

From Santa Fe

fee, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

You

G--

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewritea guar

anteed.
change.

p. Agent,
El Paso Texas.

f

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
NEW

::::::::

For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
OR

W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe f

New

lira Site Fair
ALBUQUERQUE,

October 9,

10,

11,

12,

1

Certificate of Comparison.

JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
AND

Ex

Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
free.
certify that there was filed for record and the advice
in this office at Eleven o'clock a. m.,
on the Second day of June, A. D. 1911:
Cerificate of Stockholders' Non-Li- a
bility of The Insurance Scale Company, Number 6820, and also that,
Palace.
I have compared the following copy
Delia Schuerich, Kelly, N. M.
of the same, with the original therect
C Manzanares and wife, Parkview.
now on file, and declare it to be a
C. C. Holbrook, Alamosa, Colo.
correct transcript therefrom and of
Mr. and; Mrs. A. B. Renehan and
the whole thereof.
j
Given under my hand and the Great sons, City.
Miss Phelps, City.
Seal of the Territory of New MexMiss C. Manth, Chicago,
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the i F.
A. Rowe, Glen Falls, N. Y.
Capital, on this Second day of June,
O. Judkins, Glen Falls, N. Y.
C.
A. D. 1911.
I. H. Blatt, New York.
NATHAN

Going Fishing ?

IN COLORADO
MEXICO.

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

hs

Hotel Arrivals.

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

.

hall-heart-

J, 14,1911,

(SEAL).
Certificate
of
of
Stockholders' of The Insurance Scale
Company.
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the
undersigned incorporators and sub
scribers to the capital stock of The
Insurance Scale Company, being in
corporated under and in pursuance of
an Act of the Legislature of the Ter
ritory of New Mexico, entitled "An
Act to regulate the formation and
government of corporations for min
and
Ing, manufacturing, industrial
other pursuits," approved March 15
1905, do hereby declare in pursuance
of Section 23 of said act that there
shall be no stockholders liability on
faccount of any stock issued by said
corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
hereunto set our hand and seals this
20th day of May, A. D. 1911. '
tsigneaj E. C. ABBOTT,
(Seal)
A. G. HARTLEY,
(Seal)
JNO. H. ESTES
(Seal)
THOS. O. MARSHALL(Seal)
G. P. HAMMER
(Seal(
E. C. PETTY
"(Seal)
W. IRVING LAKE
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico,
Santa Fe County. ss.
Before me, Edwin F. Coard, a No
tary Public in and for said County
and Territory, this day personally
appeared the above named E. C. Abbott, personally known to me to be
the same person who executed the
foregoing instrument of writing and
acknowledged that he signed,' sealed
and delivered said instrument as his
free and voluntary act
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
Seal this 2nd day of June, A. D. 1911.
EDWIN F. COARD,
(Signed)
(Seal)
Notary Public
My commission
expires July 15,
1913.

S. D. Wilson, Chicago.
M. Farrell, Flagstaff, Ariz.

Melle E. Peyron, Sueden.

OOLL

RAILROADS

Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC

BARTH.TJOHN
President.,

B. McMANUS,'
Secretary-Manage-

r.

JL
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
Department of the Interior;
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., June iO, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. S. Commissioner
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia d
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Cuba, N. M-- , for the claim 3241, tract
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. af N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty

years next preceding

the survey of

the township, viz:
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-zar- ,
Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Garcia, all of Cuba, N. M.
. Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-e-r
amine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL SC. OTERO,

Texas.

H. W. Kolneke, Wichita, Kans.

Coronado Hotel
Alfredo N. Montoya, Bernalillo.
Murejildo Candelario, Albuquerque.
Crestino Vigil, Albuquerque.
Alfonso Ortiz, Las Vegas.
Frank Radoste, Albuquerque.
OWNED LAND AND
SHEEP IN UNION COUNTY,

Was Worth Over Two Million Dollars
but Did It Appear on the Assessment Rolls?
Denver, Colo., July 19. The estate
left by the late Frederick D. Wight,
wealthy land and cattle owner,
amounts to $2,041,511.03, according to
an appraisment bill and inventory fil
ed in the probate court yesterday by
Stanley C. Warner. H. M. Holleman
and Simon Biterman, who were appointed by Judge Dixon some time ago
to appraise the estate.
The total personal estate left by
and
Wight amounts to $1,369,479.78
the total value of the real estate is
$672,031.25.
Among the items listed
in the personal estate are $13,944
worth of stock in the Colorado Telephone company, $12,500 worth of Den0
ver Union Water Company stock,
worth of Mountain Water Works
company stock, and over $10,000 cash
in bank.

State of Missouri,
County of Jackson. ss.
Before me, V. Hundley, a Notary
Public in and for said County and
State, this day personally appeared
A. G. Hartley, Jno. H. Estes, Thos.
O. Marshall, G. P. Hammer, E. C,
Petty, and W. Irving Lake, personally known to me to be the same per
sons who execuetd the foregoing in
strument of writing and acknowledged
that they signed, sealed and delivered
said instrument as their free and
voluntary deed.
Bonds Worth $1,028,363.
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
The bonds consist of irrigation, railSeal this 20th day of May, A. D.
road, school improvement and city
1911.
bonds and Wright's holdings in bonds
V. HUNDLEY,
alone amounted to $1,028,363.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
The personal property in New MexiMy commission expires January 24, co
consists of about 18,000 head of
1915.
and several hundred head of cat
sheep
No.
Endorsed:
6820. Cor. Rec'd Vol.
and horses and farm Implements,
tle
6, Page 112, Certificate of Stockholm
the value of which is placed at $62,035.
of The Insurance
ers'
The personal property in Texas conScale Company.
Filed in office of Secretary of New sists mainly of $2,500 head of thoroughbred Hereford cattle, worth $51,- Mexico, June 2, 1911; 11 a. m.
NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary. "I- ,v
Denver Real Estate, $133,000.
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Wight's' real estate holdings in Den
ver amounted to $133,000; in Trinidad
and Las Animas county to $110,330.
The real estate in New Mexico conEDITORIAL
FLASHES
sists of 22,760 acres of ranch land, in
Union county, conservatively estimatHe also
ed to be worth $46,231.25.
Just a Ruse. '
Several weeks ago the News recelV' owned 80,720 acres Of land In Dallam
ed a circular letter from H. B.
county, Texas, worth $282,520. :
The value of the furnishings of the
of Albuquerque stating that
Clarkson
he had received private Information Wight residence at 1213
from the capitol that the statehood street is given at $80,550. The execubill would be passed in a few days. tor of the estate yesterday asked the
As time goes on and nothing happens approval of Judge Dixon for the sale
to confirm the views expressed In of the 1909 clip of. wool, which will
that epis'tle, the conviction is forced bring $18,458 to the estate.
upon us that Mr. Fergusson is not a
It you want anything on earth try
prophet, but a Jassack. Pecos Valley
News.
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Register,
If you want anything on earth' Try
a New Mexican want ad.

r

n

former divorce decree and remarried
within a year, Mrs. Emma Arnold is
now made the defendant in a divorce
action filed yesterday by Claude W.
Arnold. The couple were married
April 21, 1907, and Arnold alleges she
has been cruel and domineering, that
she has threatened to poison him and
to shoot him.
When Mrs. Arnold appeared before
District Judge Burks June 15 and ask
ed for a divorce she was told that she
of
had placed herself in contempt
court by being married within a year
from the
previous divorce. 'You
will have to stay married for a while
this time, you can get no divorce
here,", said the court.
Emma Shelton has filed suit for di
vorce from Charles Shelton, alleging
and desertion.
cruelty,
Cordelia Devin has commenced divorce proceedings against Theophalus
Devin on the grounds of
a

bilious-S.e,,i.torp-

dtion.

mar-

stick-togeth-

riages. The nation cannot rise any
higher than its family life, than the
sanctity of the marriage vow.
Thoso words were snoken by the
Dr,
evangelist,
Southern
famous
George R. Stuart in the Chautauqua
He de
auditorium this afternoon.
habit
nounced the
nf mnripm Americans and said that
Rome women got married and divorced
and remarried so often that he could
not tell whetEer they were coming or
cnine.
"ThA basis of solid married life," he
court
said was sensible
the
in
more
had
we
courting
If
ing.
home we would have less courting in
the courthouse. What brings married
life to its present low state is dimly
lighted parlors, and unchaperoned
theater parties and midnight luncheons and automobile rides.

er

habit-formin-

triple-refine-

The King
compose the three piers.
Bridge Company of Cleveland is building the material from designs furnish
ed by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Com
pany. The parts will soon be shipped
to San Pedro and installation
will
probably begin about the first part of
September. The work is being done
entirely by the engineering depart
ment of the Southern Pacific
INTEREST

IN GOOD

ROADS GROWING DAILY.

Gulf coast and over many of the
traveled ways of the southwest section. The results of observations by
the experts in this car will be made
to the. various counties through which
it passes, accompanied by recommendations and suggestions for the
betterment of the public highways.
The bad piaces will be noted and properly charted so that the various counties may know where the work on
This
highways is most needed.
"Pathfinder" is sent out after
the
fashion of com specials, wheat specials, etc., which have- been run over
railroads in many states for the purpose of giving instruction in thejcul-tivatio- n
of those cereals. This "Pathfinder" is preaching the gospel of good
roads and adding to the interest already taken by fanners and business
men generally.
-

San

Antonio,
Texas, July 19.
Texas' Interest in good roads grows
more and more every day. Back of
that which has been shown by the
various communities lies the effort
being made by the state agricultural
department. From College Station,
where one of the Texas schools is
Right in your busiest Beason when
maintained, an automobile known as
the "Pathfinder" has been sent out you have the least time to spare you
to go over various roads in the south are most likely to take diarrhoea and
west section of the state and make lose several flays time, unless you
report upon what is really needed. have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Starting from this station, the "Path Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and take a
finder" drove directly to Houston and dose on the first appearance of the
from there will swing down along thedisease. .For sale by all dealers.
,

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

San Francisco ,$45.20
Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

Courtships.

Boulder. Colo.. July 19. "What
America needs most today are good,

1

bottle-wrapp-

t.

Old Fashioned

FJ,

cymptonu?
If you hare any considerable number of th
above symptom you are suffering from
i?
or
IjTe,'wil
dyspepsia.
Dr. Pierce a Golden Medical Discovery is made
Bp of the most valuable medicinal principles
known to medical science for the
cure of auch abnormal conditions. Itpermanent
is most
- efficient liver inyigorator, stomach tonic, abowel
; regulator and nerve strengthened
9Ue? Med,cid D'scovery" is not a patent medicine or secret nostrum,
ri?
a lull list of its ingredients being printed on its
and attested
under oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harmg
ful
d
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

non-suppo- rt

Montezuma.
S. G. Richie, City.
F. M. Rowley, Denver.
E. L. Medler, Albuquerque.
D. D. Darling, Ft. Worth, Texas.
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
T. P. Alexander, Denver.
S. Van R. Wheeler,
Santa Clara
Pueblo.
S. P. Vicun, San Francisco.
E. S. Parker, Albuquerque.
F. A. Baird, Las Vegas.
W. W. Smith, Las Vegas.
R. G. Head, Las Vegas.
F. P. Kalmt, Denver.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
L. L. Grigg, Richmond, Va.
L. H. Phelphs, Pittsburg.
A. C. McDonald, Carrlzozo.
Col. W. S. Winchester, San Antonio,

$13,-00-

EXCURSION RATES

Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent headaches, coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
heart-burbelching of gas, acid risings in throat after
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, ioul breath, dizzy pells,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
n,

y

FOR REXT One furnished room
with bath, electric light. Suitable
for one or two persons. Inquire afternoons, 102 College Avenue.

pm

What Aits Yott?

the

OPERATION

LOST A gold watch, chain and
locket. Initials A. M. E. on watch
and locket. Reward for return to
New Mexican office.

j

9 05

Orrososo
Lv
Olmarron
..Ar
Olmarron
Nash....
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...Lv

Ar

I

32
8 55

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cottage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

9

HOolfax

Ar
Lv

30

by Dan Cupid Which

Courts Are Trying to
Straighten Out.

Denver, Colo., July 19. The way of
a man with a maid an unfaithful
man, the Woman declares came to
light yesterday when Miss Emma
Dickhut, 23 and comely, a stenographer for the Colorado Moline Plow
Company, living at 1830 Grant street,
served on John H. Christian, fornfer-lan employe of the Union Coal and
WasCuredbyLydiaEPink-ham'- s
Coke Compan, a summons advising
Vegetable Compound him she was about to sue him for $10,-00-0
because she claims, he had promElwood, Ind. "Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six ised to marry her and failed to keep
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta his troth.
ble i;ompouna.
Is Christian a Lothario? Miss Dick-hu- t
was sick three
says he is.
months and could
not walk. I sufDid he make false love to her as
fered all the time. well as to many other Denver girls?
The doctors said I Miss Dickhut answers
that he did.
could not get well
Did Christian burn like Romeo and
without an operation, for I could declare many times his undying dehardlv stand the votion to Miss Dickhut when he was
pains in my sides, merely a clerk, and then turned cold
especially my right and false when he came into a legacy
one, and down my of $60,000 a few days ago?
richt leij. I began
Man and Money Disappear.
to feel better when I had taken only
But Christian and his $60,000, desone bottle of Compound, but kept on
as 1 was afraid, to stop too soon." Airs. pite the summons to the suit for
Sadie Mullix, 2728 N. B. St, El- breach of promise, are gone. Miss
wood, Ind.
Dickhut says he is traveling in the
Why will women take chances with east Washington, New York, the sea
an operation or drag out a sickly, coast resorts and with not one but
existence, missing three-fourtof the iov of living, when they two other women.
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Many Divorces.
Vegetable Compound?
Through the efforts of Deputy Sheror thirty years it has Deen trie iff Harry Huffner, Mrs. Mary Miller
standard remedy for female ills,, and and Thomas G. Miller have agreed to
has cured thousands of women who dismiss the suit for divorce brought
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation, by the former and be reconciled. The
ulceration, iibroid tumors, irregulari- reconciliation took place yesterday
ties, periodic pains, backache, indiges- after District Judge Riddle had ordered Miller to pay his wife $25 down
tion, and nervous prostration.
If you have the slightest doubt and $40 a month. It was then Ruff- that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- ner induced the young people to patch
table Compound will help you, up their difficulties.
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Denied a divorce a month ago beMass., for advice. Your letter
will be absolutely confidential, cause she had disobeyed the terms of

FOR SALE Seven room houst
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.

155

Lv
Ar

Mix-u- p

ESCAPES

FOR RENT Store room on lower
San Francisco Btreet D. S. Lowitzki.

WANTED Girl for second
Apply to Mrs. Mills, Executive
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Koehler Junction
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4
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3
3
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(Read Up)

Sad
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HEART THROBS
IN WRONG PLACE.

WOMAN

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7

toll.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.
June 1st to September 30th, $41.90
Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,

$55.00

Direct Routes,

Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th, July 1st to 5th.
Return limit,
r
tember 15th, 1911. Liberal
Privileges.

Sep-

Stop-Ove-

For further particulars call on
any agent of the Santa Fe

H.

S.LUTZ, Agent.

REMARKABLE BRIDGE
TO BE CONSTRUCTED.
Will Afford a Clear Channel for Boats
to Pass in San Pedro Harbor,
near Los Angeles.

on one
Los Angeles, July
uplift
of the largest single span
bridges ever to be constructed has
been started by the Southern Pacific
Company In San Pedro harbor, California. The length of the bridge is 187
and one half feet. The bridge will
carry a double track and will be operated by electric power, capable of lifting the ponderous mass of steel , in
fifty seconds, affording a clear channel of 185 feet for the passage of boat
traffic.
The new bridge is what is known as
the Strauss trunnion type, differing
from the Bascule bridge of the Salt
Lake Railroad, also at San Pedro, in
that the latter is lifted on a rocker,
while the Southern Pacific bridge will
be lifted on a tail pin or hinge. It is
also to be double tracked. A latch operated by a motor will hold the bridge
in place when it s down. This new
bridge will replace the present South
ern Paclf and Pacific Electric tres
tle bridges.
;"r.:
The Southern ' Pacific Company
made application to tne war depart
ment a year ago for permission to
build, this bridge, which was granted
on the first of December, last, on con
dition that the structure would be
completed within a year. The Southern
Pacific engineers have been working
all of these months in making tests
for pier foundations and studying the
various designs of bridges. Test wells
bored to a depth of 1Q0 feet found
nothing more solid in. the harbor bed
than sand.
These : cofferdams are
now being constructed. They .will be
bound with concrete and sunk to a
leet after which
depth of forty-fou- r
piles will be driven to a depth of
eighty feet
Following the construction of these
cofferdams the water will be pumped
out and the Interior concreted and re
enforced. Upon the base thus formed
the concrete piers will be erected to
a height of ten feet above low water
mark, the superstructure to be built
upon these piers.
The largest of the piers will be 22x
65 feet and will enclose 185 piles. Thirty-five
hundred, yards of concrete will
;

C--
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Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF
WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER' A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME,
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

PRICE LIST.
15c
Inches long
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
e
Inches Img . . 20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
i$c
e
and not over 5 inches Ions. . 25c
stamp, over 3
. . 20c
Each additional line oi same stamp
One-li5
over
inch
Inches
toe
long per
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
.
. . . .25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long;. . .
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
inch In size, we charge for one line for each
over
lf
Inch or fraction.
One-li-

ne

1-

One-lin-

1-

One-lin-

-2

1-

-2

1-

-2

-2

.............
.......

ne

,

one-ha-

one-ha-

v

DATES, ETC.

. . . 'sOc
inch. . . .
any town and date, for
. . 50c
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular Line Dater month, 'day and year,
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
1 .50
Defiance Model Band Dater ..
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. . . ... 1.50
..
Pearl Check Protector
1.50

Lpcal Dater

1-

-2

1-

-3

1-

-4

1-

-8

......

'

SELF-INKIN-

STAMP PADS.

G

-

1

1-

-2

2

3-- 4

4

1- -4

x 2 3--4, 15 cts ; 2 x 3 3-- 4, 25 cts : 2 -4 x 3 2. 25 cts ;
x 4 4, 35 cts ; f 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts ; , 4
2,
75 cts ;
x 9, 85 cts. ; All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
1-

1-

x7

1--

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
,

SANTA FE, KEW HEXICO.

4

WEDNESDAY,

8AURER

JULY

"PIONEER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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Handsome Costumes
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HE OBJECTED TO ADVERTISING

TOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day

Hair Re
Maker of
storer Didn't Wish to Be Bothered
With Too Much Business.

"We never advertise," said the pres.
ent owner of an
hair restorer. "On the contrary, we tell our
customers distinctly in the literature
which accompanies each bottle that
they must appreciate our preparation
because we have never descended to
the vulgarity of advertising."
"And is business as good as it used
'

to be?"

PAGE SEVEN

M

A hen is not supposed to have
much common sense or tact,
yet every time she lays an egg
she cackles forth the fact.
A rooster hasn't got a lot of
intellect to show, but none the
less most roosters have enough
good sense to crow.
The mule, the most despised
of beasts, has a persistent way
know
of letting people
he's
around by his Insistent bray.
The busy little bees they buzz,
bulls bellow and cows moo, and
watch dogs bark, and ganders
quack and doves and pigeons
coo.
The peacock spreads his tail
and squawks; pigs squeal and
robins sing, and even serpents
know enough to hiss before they
sting.
But Man, the greatest master'
piece that Nature could device,
will often stop and hesitate before he'll ADVERTISE!

The Saurer 5 ton truck with its 3
ton load which has been making a
long distance endurance performance
which is conceded to be the greatest
test ever demanded of a commercial
motor vehicle, reached Cleveland pn
the morning of the 13th with every detail intact and its crew bronzed and
hardened by their 4,000 mile contact
with every vicissitude of climate and
weather to be found in the United
; i
States.
'
he big truck left tknver on March'
1st for San Francisco via the Southern
or "Trail to Sunset" route and reached the latter city after 68 days on the
road, but half of which however, was
spent in actual moving the rest of
the time being spent in waiting or
camping for the frightful "going"
caused by the winter rains and snows
to improve. The Saurer crossed the
Rocky and Sierra mountains, the
great American desert, "went through
snow and ice, negotiated deep muddy
roads frequently no roads at all
and is now completing the final leg
trip
of its 5,000 mile
which will end in New York city aDout
August 1st.
The truck left Chicago at noon July
8th and pulled into Detroit 332 miles
distant by the route taken at 5:30
Monday night, the 10th. It spent the
dav in the "Automobile City" and
ran down to Toledo the night of the
the
12th, proceeding to Cleveland
same nieht as its driver preferred to
travel at night instead of by day to
avoid the brollinn weather. The big
car ran to Cleveland the night of the
13th and spent Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in that city, being accorded
a most enthusiastic reception.
wnrp received from A. C. Thomp
son the Saurer's youthful pilot, indi
cate the hard going the big machine
encountered in the Micnigan sanau.
The first wire from Albion, Michigan,
is as follows:
"Arrived Albion 9:00 p. m. Sunday
lift miles from South Bend. Last 20
miles from Battle Creek were the
desert over again. Car fine order and

N. M.

to Nature.

to

Big "Ocean to Ocean" Auto Get
Lake Erie in Shipshape Con
dition After Arduous Trip.

IE,

"It has not been so good this year,
EFT, white mousseline broderle used as a finish to the skirt Right, but it the main we are holding our
Anglaise with a wide entrendeux tailored suit of bleu de saxe serge do own."
"You are in the main. What do
of filet lace. The same lace is used sole, braided with black soutache. The
on the corsage of embroidered skirt is arranged to drop like a tunic, you mean by holding your own in the
The neck Is cut to form over a hem of black satin. Large col- main?"
mousseline.
"We have been in business nearly
points on the shoulders. The sash lar is of black and white surah, edged
linen.
Belt of sixty years and we are doing as well
of purple moussellue de sole develops 'with embroidered
Into large butterfly bows at the back black patent leather completes thia as we did fifty years ago. Now that's
not so bad is it?"
end falls in long eids. Black satin is charming costume.
"No. Not so bad. You ought to
out long ago. You must
have
"
'KED STATIONERY IN THE BOUDOIR have apassed meritorious
ARE
VELVET BANDS
article?"
very
"Indeed we have. It is the very
French
row well."
Dimity This season Seems to best in the world. Grandfathers
8ome Kind of Black Adornment Seen
Have Been Set Apart for Use
on Almost Every Kind of
From Detroit Thompson wired the
it to their sons. The sons
of the Young Girl.
trnfh ag fnllows:
Coiffure Today.
recommended it to their children. The
"irrived Detroit 5:30 p. m. Covered
children use it, and through them we
or a young girl's use there Is no
Black velvet bands, one or two,
ms miles through Michigan sand,
keep up our sales."
in
more
Detroit
suitable than the
studded with gold or Jeweled buckles, stationery
Tvwt n hour 10 miles from
But if you advertised it liberally
fabric
finished surfaced French dimoi - ty.Ho sand. Car good order are for the classic style of coiffure,
could do hundreds of times more
you
VUCHI"while the more coquettish girl uses ity which comes in white, gray and business than you do. You have monand crew well."
them finished with a knot on each stone blue square sheets of corre- ey. Why don't you start in?"
Sandusky, July 13th.
aigrette on ono spondence and hasty note size, with
"Tft Toledo, arrived Sandusky side, a spray of silver
"My dear fellow, you don't under
side or a bunch of drooping silk rose envelopes of matching dimensions. Of stand. If we advertised and got more
UIMC
fi ll II 11111
V V ft T
an
balls!
lion
equally refined and dainty char- business I would have to spend all my
is a wonder. Goes as strong as a
Satin ribbon Is used as a twist. acter are the linen lawn papers in time in this office. It would be necesnuo a lamb. Will ar- a
UUU ua iiuiv u ..- soft folds, flat bands, plain, embroid- solid tints of aeroplane, dawn pink, sary to employ a K of additional
rive Cleveland, noon tomorrow.
ered, beaded, lace appllqued, ditto Baltic blue, willow green, orchid and help, and what a bother that would
A. C. THOMPSON
Kilt with a bow, fan, knot, etc., Just
be. The idea is simply preposterous.
; oar in wmte bordered
with a pale I couldn't
back of the left ear.
get away to play golf or go
orshade
of
chief
The exact position for the
color., and the diagonally
or motoring, and life wouldn't
Balling
nament of a band Is according to the striped fabric in two tones of mauve, be worth living."
wearer's head, a long, short, or broad j blue or buff.
"Good organization would take care
TEAMS.
THE
OF
STANDING
A fad of the hour, and one permis- shape requiring different placing of
of the business and you could take
touch. All ages from Bible only as a joke when a note
this
finishing
continuous vacation."
National League,
fifteen-yeawear nair ornaments.
passes between two very intimate
"But I couldn't escape worrying
Won. Lost. Pet.
before
not
be
tan-cowill
yellow young girls, is the
It
l
long
You see"
.622
31
51
The
fashion.
be
the
ored "Chanticler" paper, which has
will again
Philadelphia
I didn't wait for him to finish.
.608 bair
31
Chicago ... ... ......48
mahogany shade so long favored is a crowing rooster embossed at the What's the use of
.600
32
48
trying to wake
effects all the time, top of each sheet
New York
lighter
showing
..543 3436 .570
Lawnette correspondence cards for Rip Van Winkle?
St. Louis ...
and hair dyes are rapidly approach.544
the straw tint And It has been acceptance and regrets are accomPittsburg ...
.423 ing
45
33
Variety In Advertising.
made plain that the new gold or straw panied by envelopes having semi
Cincinnati
.385
A
in one of the advertisers'
48
writer
30
be
without
luster.
to
tint la
elliptical or triangular flaps on which
.247
61
.20
a monogram or initial may be en- - magazines says that a certain type of
Boston
as interesting
inis stationery comes in a advertisement is about
A DAINTY DRESS.
graved,
shells In a vacant
American League.
variety of pale tints, of which buff. as a heap of clam"ad."
he is criticising
Won. Lost, Pet
or whit- - are pret lot The kind of
paie gray, gray-oiu- e
Is the
.711
24
stereotyped,
59
tiest
Detroit...
.646
29
53
Luncheon place cards matching the "card," which still represents the
Philadelphia
.519
39
Shades
and patterns of the French most advanced form of publicity in
.....
...
Chicago
men.
!
dimity and crossbar lawn fabric fin- the conception of some business
Cleveland
is safe to say no advertisement
It
ished
are
smart
stationery
exceedingly
New York
and in eminently good taste, as are is a good advertisement which merely
......42 42 .500
Boston
of the
also
of
55
cards
umbrella
.iia
.. ...29
shape bearing makes known the existence
Washington
.269
hand painted violets, daisies and cro- business it exploits. The public Is not
60
...22
-- !.,
t
d,
0U
cuses and in cut out flower and fig- interested in the fact that the business exists it wants to know why
ure designs.
Western League.
It exists. The "card" does not tell.
Pet
Lost
Won.
The space it occupies on the page of
.626
31
The
Waist Line.
...52
Denver
used to
.585
34
48
Though the waist line is less ver- a newspaper can always be
Lincoln
better advantage In giving the adverIt
.575
satile
used
than
to
34
more
and
is
be,
.......46 37 .560
Pueblo
and more inclined to assume the con tiser some real news about the adverSt. Joseph ... ... ...47
ventional position, the empire effect tiser's business than in presenting to
.524
39
43
Sioux City ... ."
Is still to be seen. For reception and his attention an enlarged extract
.494
42
41
.'
Omaha
.398
dancing gowns it is graceful, and the from a page of the city directory.
50
33
Topeka
soft outline It gives to the figure is
.247
64
21
.'
...
Des Moines
The Way to Begin.
delightfully picturesque. But for the
street all this is out of place; it gives
Every merchant in every town
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
the wearer a silhouette that 1b un- should advertise, first of all, In his
He cannot make
tidy, and suggests a looseness that la home newspapers.
National League.
In regard himself well known otherwise; he
objectionable.
altogether
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
also to evening gowns the same fault cannot do as much business as ho
Cincinnati at New York.
may be found. 80 long as a toilette wants to do otherwise.
Chicago at Boston.
Is to be worn chiefly while walking or
He need spend only In proportion to
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
standing, the short waist is permissi- the business he does in a year. It he
ble even desirable but for a - din- did a $10,000 business last year, spend
American League.
ner, concert or theater it la no longer $500 to $750 in advertising; If he did
Boston at Cleveland.
so. The bust unconflned falls out of $20,000, spend $1,000 to $1,250 in adshape, and the figure cut Is moat un- vertising, and so on.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES- attractiveand It la the realization of It will be a beginning and it win
this fact that has led to so many of pay but the greatest care should be
National League.
the newest evening bodices being taken, since only small space can be
Cincinnati 8; New York 2.
made with swathed draperies and used, to make each advertisement as
St. Louis 8. Brooklyn 3.
close fitting lines.
full of meat as possible make it stand
Pittsburg 2, lj Philadelphia 4, 2.n
Nile green poplinette is selected for
out conspicuously in type effect and
6.
Chicago 14; Boston
our dainty model, which has a perfect
make the reading matter say someto
the
Ae
Fireplace.
American League.
y plain skirt turned up with a deep
The sides of a fireplace should be thing and mean it
Detroit 16; Boston 7.
hem at toot
well
splayed or beveled, in order to
Cleveland 9; New York 6.
Thek bodice has a deep yoke and
reflect the heat says Arts and Decora;
1.
over
ninon
the
net
of
7;
Chicago
saint
Washington
trimming
tton. The baca snouia lean forward
The reader sees a newspaper J
Philadelphia 12; St Louis 3.
color; "T is embroidered and takes i
th. ton. for . the, .same. routdo.
- e once
in points, ibw uuwu oviaiua
to
a day, a magazine once a e
batoo deep,
nreptace
ox sEeve, The material then ha. th
Western League.
month.
cWmney
produces
an
e
projecting
a
fulness drawn up by several rows o)
St Joseph 2; Lincoln 1.
of pushing ther guest
Des Moines 3; Topeka 2.
,
gauging, where It Is attached to thi i whereas a receding one beckonsaway,
him
Omaha 3; Pueblo 3.
trimming. The sleeves are set tt
to enjoy tie hospluilty of the Good Advertising Demands 8tudy.
to match.
tmnt,
wristbands
nre"
re80n
0'
tagl
Like any sort of writing that is
Materials required: Four and no P
Coast League.
urepl"ca D" into worth anything, good advertisements
naif yards poplinette 42 inches wide,
Sacramenton 4; Oakland 2. .
" of theroom. Is especial
are inspirations and Inspirations can
one yard net one-ha-lf
yard ninon 41
San Francisco 0; Portland 3.
tnohes wide.
only come from Intelligent and exMAN.
BEST
THE
.
hausting study of the matter in hand.
HER.
OF
tURC
;
Southern League.
I
Nashville 6; New Orleans S.
"Would you permit your
to Ax Irishman, on meeting a friend au
Economical Expenses.
'
Memphis 0; Montgomery S.
:
a
harem
bandaged up and with his arm in a
mrtr-Some expenses advertising and InS.
Mobile
Atlanta 0;
"Ob, yes. If she wished to
sling, cried out: "Hello, Pat, what la surance, for instance are economies.
Chattanooga 4; Birmingham 3.
t :"-;.
wrong wid yes?"
GLORY'S PAMINO. "Oh," says Pat, "nothing at all to
thought you had more respect
1
American Association.
for her than that':,""- - v-,
spake of; I've only been enjoying my
Upon the stage
Minneapolis 6; Milwaukee 2.
"1 have respect for her. That's why self at a wedding.
An actor stood.
It happened thia
6.
Columbus
Louisville 5;
Be was the rage,
I
wear
a
t
would permit her to
say
way, Kike. There was an individual
4.
Bis style waa goods
St Paul 7; Kansas City '
harem skirt It she wished to do so. at the wedding who was very Officious
Aad great he teemed,
Toledo 8; Indianapolis 7.
I am sure she would never put one on, and putting his nose Into everything
With talents ran.
The spotlight gleamed
if It la permissible to refer to a harem that was going on. So I says to him,
Foley Kidney Pills are composed 01 skirt at 'one.'"
Upon him there.
Who are you?' And he says to me,
for
ingredients specially selected
"Tou never can ten."
I'm the best man. Ter the
Sure,
stood once more
He
their corrective, healing, tonic . and
laMukra want
"Oh, yes, I can. in this case Tm beat man I mhm.
.With studied posej
To welcoming roar ,
I
stimulating effect upon the kidneys, sure of her,"
gee about the same.' So I took oft
Tor him aroie. - :
!
bladder and urinary passages. Ther
feel so confidentf
"Why do
my eoat and ho took off ale, and after
The plaudits glad
urle
am anttsestle. Antlllthic and a
'
rwolL I supposi 1 ought lot to tail wo had a moat enjoyable
the
by
Hy euhject fouas
acid advent - Tor tale toy alt drat you, but 1 will. Dont let it go any powers, Mike, it turned out that he
The spotlight had
Been
shifted 'round. ,
to
(1
wife
further.
,
Hit.
was the best manHWean,,,
Hy
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praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

build the town. Thfi outside
ments in its local papers.

inny-e-

in the local paner helps to
Santa. Fe lw the advertise.

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not

hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

TT1 .

BASEBALL

.
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red-edge-
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,
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.

j
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'

tft,

bow-legge-

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
thera is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIRE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub
scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

t

The "Hew Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
ouery post office in Jew Mexico

pays to

TO
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YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
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no. 4 Andrews

"Cash" no.

WHAT WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE,

That has been sh'pped in and is 48
hours old when you get it or would
you rather phone ANDREWS and get a loaf that is warm
when it reaches your home, if by so doing you can get better
BREAD and at the same price ?
A

I OAF OF RRFAH

Patronize

HOME INDUSTRY

that we

and you will find

c'

tin
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and MARKET.

GROCERY, BAKERY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19, 1911.

a diamond ring wrth $273 she! easy. September.
Corn northeastern portion of Minnesota, the mine more fully their value for water
lower.
had taken on approval from an El closed weak at a net loss of
lc section which lies north qf Lake Su- - power.
for September.
Paso jeweler's shop.
penor and is contained chiefly in The work of Investigating the larg
Cotton.
Lake and Cook1' counties,", are more er lakes in Minnesota, to determine
Saloonkeeper Arrested Owing to
Liverpool, Eng., July 19 close cot- than 600 feet above Lake Superior. their capacities as reservoirs to re- - .
revelations of violation of the Sunday
law by saloons at El Paso by Rev. I ton spot, moderate busineas, prices Numerous streams drain this reeion strain the flood flow and thereby inSanta Fe, X. M., July 19.
Jefferson. D. Ray, at a revival service lower. American middlin? fair, 814d', Into the lake, and although they are crease the discharge during the low
The weather for New Mexico''
Saloonkeeper Theodore Kyriasupu- rood middling, 780d; middling, 75Sd; small the fact that they descend 600 water season, is also being undertakis generally cloudy with local
les was arrested at El Paso yesterday, low middling, 738d; good ordinary. feet within a few miles of the lake en. The first lake to be surveyed
'
showers tonight or Thursday.
makes them important as sources of is Lower Rice Lake, through which
PaM- - in Dia,aTh woman's Board 719d; ordinary, 708d.
Cooler in southeast portion towater power. Many of the streams Wild Rice river flows.
Wall
Street.
of
in
the
of Trade committee
charge
night.
pass
through canons having vertical
care-Now
j
ork. N. Y., July 19. Transac.
Plaza complains bitterly over the
'
walls which would make excellent
handkerchief
LOST Large silk
lessness of people who mrow papers t;olls jn E;Lcks were eclive luring the $am gjteg
and black
and
center
with
blue
pink
ana
me
ana
reiuse into
ine marKet neia lirm at '
ria&.
morning
White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers
T1? invest,8acls of ese streams border, with name "Kate" in corner.
be made and fines imposed if the nuis- - the higber levei established by the
at Goebels.
Return to this office.
heavy buying moment late yeste,
See That Awful Brother at the Elks' ance is not. stopped.
Stomach-Be-;
day
Had Black Cat in His
tonight. It's great.
'eastern boundary between Minnesota If you want anything, on earth trl
The range was wider than usual and
j
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital cause a witch doctor had told Antonio
and 0ntarl0j) Brule and Deviltrack a New Mexican Want AA
Aufor the first time in Beveral weeks a
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on Martin at Morenci, Arizona, that
rlvers
other stream8 t0
8urvey.
relio Valenzuela had bewitched him moderate amount of outside business 'ed in thIs
jh&nd. Phone Black 18S.
region are cascade, Poplar,
15 Days Only Fine French pure and he had a black cat in his stomach, was reported.
Cross, Manitou, Baptism,
Prices of most of the leading issues Temperance,
'silk chiffon veils, 2 yds. long. Value Martin shot and kiuee Valenzuela.
Beaver and Gooseberry rivers.
also
Davidson, a bystander,
improved fractionally, with especial sldes the streams in the northeastern
f 2.50, now 9Sc at Goebels.
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Phone,
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Hardware Company give you
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precipitathe Fork, and Little Fork rivers are being
Still Raining But
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.WEST SIDE PLAZA
high point of the year, an advance of surveyed.
OFFICE,
change of advertisement today, it is tion yesterday was only one
dredth'of an inch. Showers are pre- - more than a point and Southern Pa- - j Measurements of the flow of the
sharp and to the point. Page two.
Phone, 220 Black
"I 'Died of Child Birth Mrs. Mary dieted for tonight and tomorrow and cific rose nearly as much. Among the rivers are also being made to deter-coole-r
OFFICE
HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
j Gonzales
Estrada, the fifteen year old
weather in southeastern New industrials gains of a point 'or more j
Las
j
at
j
Estrada
Cruces,
of
Juan
Mexico. Yesterday the temperature Wre established by American wool,
(wife
died in childbirth. The child will sur- reached a maximum oi b aegre, pacific Mail and Railway, and steel.
vive.
while the minimum was as degrees, ai
The bon(j markt was firm.
New York, July 19. The market-closeAbducted Girl of Twelve John Cor-- 6 o'clock yesterday the relative humbin, aged 24, son of a wealthy Colora- idity was 52 per cent.y
steady. The list ran nearly
) do merchant, is under arrest at West
at the Elks' to-- i to the low level of the day during
change of Program
,
Union, Iowa, charged with abducting
That Jtwful Brother; When the last hour?
Suit.
Colors or Mixed in Quantities
twelve year old Fay Gue.
Break in Cotton Prices.
the Dead Return; Back to the Primi-More Smallpox at Las Cruces 1 no tjve
New York, N. Y., July 19. There
Given
infant child of Juan Madrid at Las
Held in the fyiorgue The following was a continuation of yesterday's
Cruces is ill with smallpox. A brothnnatai MrHa are held in tivity and excitement in the cotton
Francisco, is also suffering from the morgue at the postoffice either for market this morning and a further
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405 PALACE AVE.
disease.
Phone, Black' 204.
'
postage or for better address: Mrs. A. sensational break n prices,
Ditch Break Causes Big Damage
j
Inside
of
first
the
half
hour
Fourth
Street,
East
August
C. Ireland, 545
A break in the San Miguel ditch in;
Beach, Cal .; Mary M. Parks, sold off to 13 cents! while July broke
the Mesilla valley, Dona Ana county, Long Main
to
13.28.
Old crop positions at this
street, Kansas City, Mo.;
caused $2,000 worth of damage to'i 4216
Dear Francis from Edith; Miss Nanie level showed the tremendous loss of
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6 LOAVES FOR 25 CENTS.

i

I

DR.

i

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

I

J. M. DIAZ,

Wood-Davi-

!

.

one-hun-

k

j

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals

SWEET PEAS

j

g.

'

!

j

j

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

.... ...',

GOLD AND SILVER

We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
lest. Our stock offers a wide assortment of

'V'

FILIGREE

Waltham Watches

Come in and talk watch with us. Tt
will
not obligate
and it may profit you
much.
e will explain what constitute
good tiae-piec-

S.

"It's Time You Owned a IValtham."
't will show you the
y
exqui-titel-

ttain model Walthams ci
the Colonial
Series and will
rame the Waltham movement

wst

suited

to

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

your

jr

-

IstFor

Rent

Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

j

:-

w

E have a complete line of
Union Lock Poultry Fence,

Poultry Yard Gates and Galvanized
Netting Staples

cause

111.,-Jul-

August

to

Separate
Mail Orders

which we will be very glad to show
you and explain as to different
heights, weights, prices, etc.

f
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6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.
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HAYWARDS
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August 5th
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For Rent

5 Room House, Johnson Street, with Bath and

Range. Furnished or Not. '

I

DAVID LOWITZKI

8

New Potatoes
lbs.
for

stara

n

8

25c

Min-Wit- h
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Santa Fe Hardware
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Hew Soft Hats !
44

F

Supply Co.

Hats !

IMew Sofe
A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY."

These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft
Hats were never so popular as they
are today. " There are so many new
shapes that are in good form : :
JPJk Star Hii Hats for the Conservative Dresser and

"

'

'

THE

Star Hat

batantkafac

QaaKtygeMia

Moralhabnad

Bats for the Smart Young Fellow
THE BEST HATTERS BEST HATS.

2.50.

The Colorings are Blacks, Browns, Olives, NutHas and Pearls.
WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, AND WE FIT
EVERY HEAD AND FACE WITH

S5SHat

That is Both Becoming and Correct.
iVt

Come in and Look Them Over
...
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